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Editors’ Note

W

e are very excited to present this Spring Issue
of Sustainable Development Law & Policy
(SDLP) focusing on the Rio+20 United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development taking place in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil this June 13-22, 2012.1 For many veterans of the field, it may seem hard to believe that twenty years
has passed since the 1992 Earth Summit. 2 As burgeoning
environmental lawyers and policy-makers at SDLP, however,
it is similarly strange for us to think of a world without that
momentous conference. After all, much of the progress and
frameworks of modern environmental law rest on the shoulders
of the Earth Summit.
The 1992 conference saw the Convention on Biological
Diversity open for signature, marking an international structure to protect the planet’s ecosystems, species, and genetic
resources.3 It also saw the inception of the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the consequential first
steps toward the modern international climate regime. 4
Moreover, the Rio Declaration and its principles memorialized
international acknowledgement of what have now become core
tenants of environmental law, including the precautionary principle, the environmental impact assessment, the importance of

1

Rio+20 — United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development,
United Nations, http://www.uncsd2012.org.
2
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (1992),
United Nations, http://www.un.org/geninfo/bp/enviro.html.
3
Convention on Biological Diversity, June 5, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 818,
http://www.cbd.int/doc/legal/cbd-en.pdf.
4
See United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change,
May 9, 1992, 1771 U.N.T.S. 107, http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/
conveng.pdf. See also Graciela Chichilnisky & Kristen A. Sheeran, Saving
Kyoto 56-57 (Kate Parker ed., 2009); David Hunter et al., International
Environmental Law and Policy 667-74 (Robert C. Clark et al. eds., 2007).
5
U.N. Conference on Environment and Development, June 13–14, 1992,
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.151/26,
http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.asp?DocumentID=
78&ArticleID=1163.
6
Id.
7 Objective & Themes, Rio+20 — United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development, United Nations, http://www.uncsd2012.org/objectiveandthemes.html.
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public participation, and international cooperation to achieve
national capacity building.5
Most notable for SDLP, however, was the Earth Summit’s
international acknowledgement and integration of the principle
of sustainable development.6 As the fundamental focus of this
publication, sustainable development guides our every article.
In this issue, we seek to examine both the Earth Summit’s
past successes and current opportunities for further progress
at the upcoming Rio +20 conference. The articles herein look
forward and back to identify ways in which this upcoming conference can serve its twin aims of fostering a green economy
in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication and building the institutional framework for sustainable
development.7
As nations prepare to re-convene this coming June 2012
at the Rio +20 conference, debate, discussion, and collaboration among the international environmental community will
only increase. This issue of SDLP contributes to this dialogue
with the sincere hope that it will aid in the further progress of
sustainable development law and policy at the anticipated Rio
+20 conference.

Braunson Virjee

Chelsea Tu
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Introduction to Rio + 20: A Reflection on
Progress Since the First Earth Summit and
the Opportunities that Lie Ahead
by Roger Martella and Kim Smaczniak*
Convening In the Shadow of the Earth Summit

T

he 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development or, as it is better known, the “Rio Earth Summit,”
has become emblematic of the opportunities that can
be realized when the international community comes together
to discuss seriously the goal of advancing sustainable development. The Earth Summit was the largest gathering yet to address
the future of the planet, with representatives of 172 countries,
including 108 heads of state and government, coming together
over 12 days of negotiations.1 Some 2,400 NGOs were present
at a parallel NGO Forum, and thousands of reporters covered the
event on site.2 Following the long years of tepid international
relations during the Cold War, the Rio Earth Summit marked a
change in global affairs, offering the potential for the world to
come together in support of a shared vision for the environment
of the planet.
The then-Secretariat General of the Rio Earth Summit,
Maurice Strong, reflecting on the unparalleled legacy of the
Summit even 20 years later, concluded that the negotiators
“got agreement beyond what anybody thought was possible.”3
The Summit delivered a series of legal instruments that, even
though unbinding, articulated a common set of principles
and a path forward relevant to this day: Agenda 21, the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development, the Statement
of Forest Principles, the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change and the United Nations Convention on
Biological Diversity. Agenda 21 proclaimed a particularly noble
purpose, one intended to inspire generations. As “humanity
stands at a defining moment of history,” Agenda 21 sought to
address “the pressing problems of today and … to [prepare] the
world for the challenges of the next century.”4
Now, twenty years later, participants and observers to the
second United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development
in Rio de Janeiro or “Rio+20” have acknowledged the large
shoes to fill. The enormity of the first event, and the lofty set of
aspirations it established for the world community, lends itself to
comparison and stock-taking. How far have we come in addressing those pressing problems identified originally in Rio, and are
we prepared for the challenges of the remainder of the century?
While the specifics may vary across perspectives and metrics,
the larger answer is resoundingly: Not enough. Yet, in today’s
economic and political climate, the expectations that Rio +20
will change the status quo and accelerate the pace of progress
unfortunately appear moderate at best.5
4

Rio +20, prefaced by a series of meetings and preparatory
committee negotiations, commenced June 20 with a three-day
Conference in Rio. For this Rio + 20 summit, two themes were
the focus: “a green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication” and “institutional framework
for sustainable development.” At the core of framing the discussions in advance of the Summit, the so-called “Zero Draft” was
developed as a 19-page discussion document to guide negotiators
toward a final outcome document. The Zero Draft, which largely
tracks the two core themes, reaffirms principles established in
the Earth Summit and calls for renewed commitment to a number of legal instruments adopted since then. First, in support of
a green economy, the Zero Draft calls for creation of a platform
to share knowledge related to green economic policy and implementation strategies, and greater support to developing nations,
including increased funding, support for green technology
transfer, and capacity building. Second, the Zero Draft presents
alternative proposals to address the framework for global governance, including a placeholder allowing negotiatiors to either
affirm support for UN Environmental Programme (UNEP) or to
establish a new UN agency based on UNEP option to replace
the Commission on Sustainable Development with a Sustainable
Development Council. Furthermore, beyond the Zero Draft,
another key submission identified as a potential outcome of
Rio +20 is a commitment to the non-regression principle.6 This
principle rejects backsliding from previous international commitments and requires governments to commit to ratchet up, not
down, environmental protection. 7

Taking Stock: Where do the outcomes
of the Earth Summit stand today?
Addressing expectations for the recent Rio event and its
own legacy entails looking back at its predecessor. If the Earth
Summit is considered a success, can those successes be repeated
in the aftermath of Rio +20? Understanding what we have gained

*Roger Martella is a partner in the Environmental Practice Group at Sidley Austin LLP. He recently rejoined the firm after serving as the General Counsel of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency, concluding 10 years of litigating and handling complex environmental and natural resource matters at the
Department of Justice and EPA.
Kim Smaczniak is an Attorney at the United States Department of Justice, Environmental and Natural Resources Division where she works to enforce and
defend claims that arise under federal environmental law on behalf of the United
States. She also serves as the Vice-Chair of the American Bar Association Section of International Law’s International Environmental Law Committee.
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from the first Rio Earth Summit, how far we have come and still
have to go, sets the stage for Rio+20.
At the outset, there can probably be little debate that the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) stands
as one of the defining outcomes of the Earth Summit, with an
objective to stabilize greenhouse gases at a level that would
prevent dangerous interference with the climate system. Despite
widespread ratification of the UNFCCC and recognition of the
credibility of the recommendations, political negotiations since
1992 have failed to obtain meaningful global commitments to
greenhouse gas reductions. While an increasing amount of
nations, states, provinces, and municipalities cite the need for
compelling and prompt action,8 greenhouse gas emissions are
higher today than ever before and are rising globally.9 The Kyoto
Protocol, which set forth the first phase of binding commitments
toward emission reductions in industrialized nations who are
parties to the agreement, expired in 2012. The most recent climate change talks at Durban in 2011 resulted in an agreement to
adopt another binding agreement by no later than 2015 — essentially kicking the can of tough political decisionmaking down
the road.
Another well known legacy of the Earth Summit, the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), has similarly
obtained widespread ratification, at the same time that worldwide
markers of progress toward the conservation and sustainable use
of biodiversity have lagged dismally. The Millenium Ecosystem
Assessment, a four year study conducted across 90 countries,
concluded that 60% of the services provided by ecosystems have
been degraded or are being used unsustainably and that, for a
range of taxa, the majority of species are currently in decline.10
In the same vein, the UN 2010 Global Biodiversity Outlook
boded ominously that “[c]urrent trends are bringing us closer
to a number of potential tipping points that would catastrophically reduce the capacity of ecosystems to provide [] essential
services.”11 CBD is another outcome of the Earth Summit where
the stage was effectively set but whose objectives remain largely
unrealized.
Whereas the measures of progress toward certain goals set
in the Earth Summit are disappointing or even alarming, Agenda
21 and the Rio Declaration are sound victories with more than
symbolic importance. Since the Earth Summit, international
attention to sustainable development and sound environmental
governance has persisted. In turn, the language of sustainable
development has gained greater currency in the two decades since
the Earth Summit. Meyerstein’s article, “The New Protectors of
Rio: Global Finance and the Sustainable Development Agenda,”
speaks of a phenomenon that one could not conceive of without
the successes of the Earth Summit and international commitment
to the principles of sustainable development — the evolution of
the “Equator Principles.” Among other strong indicators, the
willingness of inherently pragmatic large project financiers to
take into account the borrower’s ability to comply with relevant
social and environmental policies is a mark of a larger cultural
shift toward the integration of the concepts of sustainable development into society.12
Spring 2012

But beyond the mere awareness that Agenda 21 and the Rio
Declaration spurred for sustainable development worldwide, this
progeny also stimulated direct funding for projects in support
of sustainable development. International organizations in particular have used such instruments to guide and prioritize their
funding portfolios. To showcase a single example, in 1997 the
World Bank published a paper tracking its grants and loans in
furtherance of Rio’s objectives during the five-year period following the Earth Summit.13 The study documented the steady
increase in projects targeting the improvement of environmental
management, the rise in the funding available for such projects
by $8 billion, or 8% of its lending over that time period, and
ways the Bank was working to mainstream sustainable development into other development programs.
Further substantiating the sustained international attention to the goals articulated at the Earth Summit, the number
of multilateral environmental agreements has exploded over the
years, now totaling some 500 (or more) different legally binding
documents.14 Yet, despite this encouraging trend that has enabled
environmental agreements where the traditional treaty process
would have stood still, the spike of international commitments,
however, has not been matched by either national implementing
laws or capacity for enforcement. A well-recognized “implementation gap” exists between goals recognized at the international level and the practical ability to attain those goals on the
ground.15 Even with dedicated funds and attention to overcoming the implementation gap, there can be long delays between
the enactment of national legislation, its implementation, and the
ultimate impact on environmental and development outcomes in
the country.
This fundamental shortcoming has been well-documented
in the context of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
legislation. The Rio Declaration incorporated as Principle 17
a requirement to undertake an EIA for national activities that
are likely to have a significant adverse impact on the environment. Throughout the 1990s, there was a proliferation of
national legislation implementing Principle 17. By 1998, more
than 100 countries had incorporated some form of EIA legislation.16 A number of international organizations, including
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), the World Bank, and UNEP, implemented measures to
promote the establishment of EIA laws and provide guidance or
training on EIA implementation.17 A 2003 study diving deeper
into implementation, however, found that most EIA systems
in developing countries failed to meet a series of performance
criteria.18 More recent country-specific studies have found that,
despite the sometimes decades since the enactment of the EIA
law, the effectiveness of EIAs remains uneven and lacking in
key areas, including, for example, public participation, technical expertise, and regular enforcement.19 The gradual nature of
countries’ progress in the implementation of EIA laws is the
same story that could be told across a wide range of international
environmental commitments.
The upshot is not that the Earth Summit failed to have
impact, but that the force of that impact, and subsequent efforts,
5

has not been sufficient to reach a change in behavior at a sufficiently global scale. The pertinent question for Rio+20 thus
becomes how to recognize and account for the achievement
gap to streamline implementation in the future, in addition to
what role this particular conference can play in reinforcing commitment or amplifying the effectiveness of ongoing efforts to
advance sustainable development.

The World at Rio + 20
Even as negotiators look back to the lessons of the Earth
Summit, they must also assess the realities of the world in
2012. The world stage is set differently now than in 1992. Most
prominently, recent financial and economic crises loom large in
the minds of political leaders and their constituents. For many
nations that classically take leadership in international environmental negotiations, the political climate pulls in the direction
of scaling back international support, rather than increasing
financial or other commitments of resources toward sustainable development. New players have emerged as well, further
changing the nature of international negotiations. Developing
economies are burgeoning with great success stories of declining poverty levels. But they also are contributing at growing
rates to the world’s environmental issues, in a manner that was
likely unforeseeable even as recently as 1992. China, Brazil, and
India have each attained prominence of their own, pressing forward with agendas and environmental interests that are distinct
from that of other developing countries. Kelley’s article, “China
in Africa: Curing the Resource Curse with Infrastructure and
Modernization,” highlights two features of the changing role of
these countries through its focus on China’s investment activities
in Africa: the increasing importance of their economic activities
as drivers of environmental outcomes, and their evolving political interests as a result of an increasing interconnectedness with
the global economy.
Developments in the technical and scientific world also have
been rapid and dramatic. For those with access to the internet,
information flows freely. For the many who remain without such
access, the expansion of mobile phone networks has similarly
opened the gates of communication. Samantar discusses the
extensive access to mobile phones and the surprising number
of applications for this technology — ranging from gathering
information for rural farmers about crops to offering training for
nurses — in three sub-saharan countries in his article, “Shining
Sun and Blissful Wind: Access to ICT Solutions in Rural
Sub-Saharan Africa Through Access to Renewable Sources.”
Changes in access to information are as big of a game-changer
as developments in the political and economic climate, and we
have only begun to witness the effects of this transformation.
Our increasing capacity to communicate information goes handin-hand with a steadily growing ability to monitor the state of
the world, including environmental impacts. Technology, such as
satellites, and research, including extensive collaborative studies
like the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, have continued to advance our understanding of human activity across
the globe and its impacts.20
6

Another reality of the 2012 world is that an extensive array
of institutional machinery to address sustainable development
has already been built, unlike 1992 when such organizations
were still newly emergent. With the proliferation of MEAs,
as well as other regional or bilateral agreements such as trade
agreements containing environmental aspects, there has been
a commensurate rise in the number of institutions engaged in
environmental governance. MEAs are each typically supported
by a different Secretariat, and trade agreements now frequently
incorporate environmental cooperative mechanisms. At the same
time, international organizations and national development
agencies have increasingly become important actors in international environmental governance.21
While the global environmental infrastructure is thus more
thoroughly developed than in 1992, there are perhaps unsurprisingly a host of common criticisms of global environmental governance, including concerns that (i) the system is too fragmented
(for example, each MEA Secretariat focuses too narrowly on
its objectives rather than synergies among sustainable development objectives); (ii) there is a lack of coordination among
the different actors (it is common enough for one organization
not to be aware of similar activities of others in the geographic
same area); (iii) there is insufficient focus on implementation
of commitments rather than negotiation of new ones; (iv) its
resources are used inefficiently (with large overhead costs for
each institutional entity and a tendency for certain activities
to be overfunded while others are systematically neglected);
(iv) there is insufficient inclusion of or authoritative guidance
provided to non-environmental organizations, such as trade,
development, and investment organizations; and (v) it fails to
adequately engage with non-state actors, including NGOs and
business.22 Thus, while negotiators in 2012 are not starting with
a clean slate in developing an infrastructure to implement their
goals, what they do inherit includes a confusing and often uncoordinated mix of actors that must be accounted for.

The Opportunities for Rio +20?
As the world emerges from the June Rio + 20 summit, the
fundamental question will be whether Rio +20 becomes the
watershed event that its predecessor, the Earth Summit, was
before. Most commentators preceding the event have been
pessimistic on the point.23 Yet, perhaps a better question, in light
of the decades of evolution in environmental governance norms
and institutions that must be considered, is whether an Earth
Summit of the magnitude of Rio + 20 is the only avenue toward
advancing sustainable development goals. The Earth Summit
generated a series of universal aspirational, long-term principles
and goals that remain significant to the environmental and developmental challenges of 2012. While there is certainly value in
bringing world leaders together to reaffirm and focus attention
on those goals again, the heaviest lifting to improve sustainable
development outcomes needs to happen at the ground level of
implementation. Such decisions and commitment of resources
are much more likely to be made in national, bilateral, or
regional contexts. Rio +20 should be evaluated, then, for how
Sustainable Development Law & Policy

well it brings increased attention, resources, or coordination
toward the implementation of sound environmental governance
measures first established in the Earth Summit but which have
evolved since then.
With such a lens, there are a number of hopeful signs for
productive outcomes from Rio +20 in the near and longer term.
It should come as no surprise that much of the event involved
negotiations over text of debatable value. As one veteran of UN
development negotiations put it, “the shelf life of a typical UN
declaration or report rarely lasts beyond a few days.”24 However,
the time spent wrangling over the definition of a “green economy” (does it supersede the concept of sustainable development,
is it a means to the end of sustainable development, it is flexible
enough to accommodate for the growth needs of developing
countries, and so on) should be weighed against the knowledge
sharing and new initiatives related to the green economy that are
emerging from Rio +20. At a basic level, the Rio +20 website
already includes a section highlighting successful green economy initiatives, ranging from the global to the local, and many
country submissions and preparatory sessions have showcased
other such successes.25 Such exchange is likely to continue to
amplify post-Rio.
Indeed, one of the outcomes identified in the Zero Document
is the establishment of a more comprehensive information
sharing platform, to provide countries with a toolbox of best
practices, methodologies, and policies for a green economy. As
they did following the Earth Summit, other international organizations, NGOs, and national development organizations will
likely continue to coalesce around objectives identified at Rio
+20 and initiate their own programs. The World Bank already
has indicated it views the green economy theme of Rio +20 as
a platform to promote adoption of “natural capital accounting,”
alternative measures of the economy beside GDP that take into
account the value of ecosystem services.26 Rio + 20 is likely to
inspire other such spin-off efforts.
The possibility remains that a series of “Sustainable
Development Goals,” mirrored off the success of the Millennium
Development Goals (“MDGs”), may yet emerge from negotiations. The MDGs set forth a series of eight goals and defined
metrics and timeframes by which to achieve certain targets in
furtherance of each goal. (E.g., Target 1a: Reduce by half the
proportion of people living on less than a dollar a day) As such,
the MDGs represent an unprecedented consensus about measures to reduce poverty.27 While there is dispute as to whether the
benefits of hard, measurable targets are sufficient to overcome

their limitations, there is at least anecdotal evidence that the
identification and widespread adoption of a few, targeted metrics
have improved the concentration and coordination of development funds.28 This, in turn, appears to have led to documented
improvements in those metrics for at least some of the MDGs.
Whether negotiators are up to the challenging task of distilling
the broad concept of sustainable development into a small number of concrete and time delimited goals is uncertain.29
Rio + 20 is also promising in its continued engagement of
stakeholders beyond member nations. The conference has an
established web presence, including a Facebook page, Twitter
account, and You Tube footage, and has successfully sparked
engagement of youth at cities across the globe. Organizers have
provided space for civil society to contribute to discussions at
numerous side-events at Rio. The inclusion of business as partners in advancing sustainable development is also a prominent
feature of the conference. A number of preparatory sessions
and side-events focus on the perspective of industry, and there
is a particular day set aside for discussion between policymakers and business leaders. The broader the base of participants,
the greater the possibility that such stakeholders will generate
greater attention, and accordingly resources, to implementation
at the local and national levels.
Less heartening is the lack of progress to date toward any
particular option for the reform of the institutional framework
for sustainable development. While it remains feasible that
some simple “fix” is adopted, such as expanding UNEP’s mandate or funding or some combination of both, it seems unlikely
that more ambitious and comprehensive reforms necessary to
address the weaknesses in global environmental governance will
emerge in the wake of Rio + 20.30 This is an area where leaders should remain resolute even after the conference to open the
path forward to greater reform and avoid a lost opportunity, particularly as changes in such institutions are unlikely to occur outside a multilateral forum. So long as environmental governance
remains fragmented and insufficiently coordinated, the efforts of
the diverse actors in this space are likely to remain diffuse.
Whatever the ultimate legacy of Rio +20, however, the first
Rio has already taught us that advancing sustainable development
is an extended, multi-pronged effort. No single international
conference can provide sufficient momentum alone to reach
the large scale changes in human behavior that are necessary to
improve global developmental and environmental outcomes. Rio
+20 will be judged, finally, not by its immediate splash, but as
a part of that greater sustained effort to bring about change.

Endnotes: Introduction to Rio + 20: A Reflection on Progress
Since the First Earth Summit and the Opportunities that Lie Ahead
1 U.N. Conference on Environment and Development (1992), un.org,
http://www.un.org/geninfo/bp/enviro.html .
2 ‘Earth Summit’ Held in Brazil; Climate, Species Pacts Signed: Targets
Lacking on Aid, Controls; Other Developments, Facts On File World News
Digest, 18 June 1992, http://www.2facts.com/article/1992050592.
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3 Jenny Purt, Reflecting on Rio: looking back to 1992, The Guardian
(Mar. 6, 2012, 8.02 AM) http://www.guardian.co.uk/sustainable-business/
video-rio-1992-reflections-sustainable-development.
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Moving from Principles to Rights:
Rio 2012 and Access to Information,
Public Participation, and Justice*
by David Banisar, Sejal Parmar, Lalanath de Silva, and Carole Excell**

I

n the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (“ Rio Declaration”), the international community
recognized that sustainable development depends upon
good governance.1 Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration sets out
the fundamental elements for good environmental governance
in three “access rights”: 1) access to information, 2) public
participation, and 3) access to justice.2 This principle is based
on the experience that, where governmental decision-making
fails to include these essential tenets of access, the outcomes are
more likely to be environmentally damaging, developmentally
unsustainable, and socially unjust.3
Access rights facilitate more transparent, inclusive, and
accountable decision-making in matters affecting the environment and development. Access to information empowers and
motivates people to participate in an informed and meaningful
manner. Participatory decision-making enhances the ability of
governments to respond to public concerns and demands, to build
consensus, and to improve acceptance of and compliance with
environmental decisions because citizens feel ownership over
these decisions. Access to justice facilitates the public’s ability
to enforce their right to participate, to be informed, and to hold
regulators and polluters accountable for environmental harm.
The access rights in the Rio Declaration have been widely
recognized across the world. However, much work remains to
ensure that these rights are truly available to empower societies.
Commitments made by governments to the principles of good
governance under the Rio Declaration,4 Agenda 21,5 and the
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation6 need to be strengthened,
monitored, and reported upon. Governments that have not already
done so must establish legal rights to access to information,
public participation, and justice. Finally, all governments must
demonstrate their support for the protection of these rights. Once
access rights are established, governments and civil society need
to focus on developing the capacity to operationalize these rights
and make them meaningful for the communities they are intended
to support.7
The outcome of the United Nations Conference on
Sustainable Development (“UNCSD,” also known as the “Rio
2012 Summit” or “Rio 2012”) must include an affirmation of
these fundamental access rights and that substantial efforts must
be made to establish them and make them enforceable in all
countries. At a minimum, national governments must commit to
the full implementation of access rights as national law, ensure
intergovernmental organizations and institutions incorporate
these rights into their own regulation and practices, and develop
8

international and regional mechanisms to monitor the implementation of these practices. New international instruments are necessary
to ensure that these access rights are truly available to everyone.

The Rio 2012 Process and Principle 10
The Rio 2012 Summit follows up on the 1992 Earth Summit.
The stated purpose of the Rio 2012 Summit is to “secure renewed
political commitment for sustainable development, assessing the
progress to date and the remaining gaps in the implementation
of the outcomes of the major summits on sustainable development and addressing new and emerging challenges.”8 Within that
purpose, there are two specific themes: 1) a green economy in
the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication,
and 2) the institutional framework for sustainable development.9
Although visionary, these themes have been discussed in
isolation of each other when they should be considered together.
Furthermore, current discussions lack the specificity of what
reforms are needed to achieve these objectives, who needs to
be involved in decision-making, and how the objectives will
be achieved. As UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon notes,
the goals represented by these themes are interdependent, as
“improved institutions are crucial to favourable social outcomes
of green economy policies.”10 He calls upon governments to do
more to “build on progress made to promote transparency and
accountability through access to information and stakeholder
involvement in decision-making.”11 A fruitful approach would be
to consider both themes in conjunction with the larger objective
of securing political commitments for sustainable development.
Finally, both agenda items need to be discussed in light of the
principles of transparency, public participation, and accountability. Without these basic changes, the current economic paradigm
will prevail, supported by institutions and interest groups that
have benefited from restricting citizen access.

*A version of this article was originally published by ARTICLE 19 in July
2011. ARTICLE 19, the Global Campaign for Free Expression, is an international human rights organisation focused on protecting and promoting the right
to freedom of expression and right to information. ARTICLE 19 is a registered
UK charity (No. 32741) with headquarters in London and field offices in Kenya,
Senegal, Bangladesh, Mexico, and Brazil.
**David Banisar is the Senior Legal Counsel for ARTICLE 19. Sejal Parmar is
Senior Legal Officer for ARTICLE 19. Lalanath de Silva is Director of the Access
Initiative at the World Resources Institute (“WRI”). Carole Excell is a Senior
Associate at WRI and works for the Access Initiative.
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The Green Economy
There has been an extensive debate around defining the
“green economy” and its scope. Some agree that, at the national
level, greening the economy will include improving fiscal policy
reform, reducing environmentally harmful subsidies, employing
new market-based instruments, and targeting public investments to “green” key sectors. However, there has been almost
no discussion on the role of citizens and on access rights as an
important facet of creating this new economic model.
We should no longer ignore the role citizens must play in
determining the success or failure of a global green economy.
Ensuring that policies meet their intended aims of economic and
environmental sustainability, as well as social equity, requires
broad support from empowered civil society actors and a wellinformed and engaged public that includes voters, consumers,
and shareholders. Disseminating information about what a green
economy specifically means for society is essential to motivating social actors’ involvement in the decision-making process.
To achieve this broad participation, governments must establish
infrastructure for access to this type of information and ensure
public participation, with the media acting as a neutral messenger. Without a fundamental shift in the power of interest groups,
greening the economy will remain a game of catch up as innovation and industry move ahead without regard to the social and
environmental costs.

Reforming Institutions at the
International and National Levels
Meanwhile, discussions of strengthening the institutional
framework for sustainable development have focused on international environmental governance (“IEG”). The Nairobi-Helsinki
Outcome Document proposes a reform agenda for institutions
such as the UN Environmental Programme (“UNEP”), the UN
Commission on Sustainable Development (“UNCSD”), and
the Economic and Social Council.12 A second tier of concerns
under this theme addresses the fragmentation of Multilateral
Environmental Agreements (“MEAs”), funding mechanisms,
and Secretariats.13
Currently, there are limited and inadequate mechanisms
for access to information held by UN bodies, especially relating to trade.14 There has been more significant progress with the
World Bank and International Financial Institutions (“IFIs”).15
However, current deliberations before the UNCSD have failed
to deliver a visionary approach to the creation of a new international environmental governance system that includes mechanisms for accountability.16 Within the IEG discussions there has
been insufficient emphasis on the need to make these international institutions and governments themselves more transparent
and accountable to the citizens they are intended to serve.17
At the same time, there has also been little effort toward
reviewing and reforming national institutions. While international institutions have critical roles in formulating and coordinating policy on international environmental governance, their
reform will have little impact on those national level institutions
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where citizens are still struggling to participate in decisions
affecting their environment.
The Nairobi-Helsinki Outcome Document, for example,
does not make any mention of compliance mechanisms to ensure
implementation and monitoring of Multilateral Environmental
Agreements and environment obligations by citizens.18 This is
a glaring omission. Without mechanisms to ensure a means of
government accountability, governments may continue to fail to
fulfill their obligations under international environmental law.
Possible mechanisms for consideration include:
• Peer review. Since 1992 the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) Group on
Environmental Performance (“GEP”) has developed and
implemented a process to conduct reviews of the environmental performance of OECD member countries with
respect to both domestic policy objectives and international
commitments.19
• Independent evaluation and complaint mechanisms. The
North American Commission for Environmental Cooperation
has taken a multi-pronged approach to promoting
environmental enforcement and compliance.20 Central to
the agreement is a commitment by the parties to effective
enforcement of their respective environmental laws, reinforced
by two formal procedures: 1) a procedure for citizen submissions asserting ineffective enforcement by a party, to which
the secretariat may respond by requesting a response from the
party and developing a factual record, and 2) a procedure for
claims by a party that another party exhibits a persistent pattern
of failure to effectively enforce its environmental law.
• Dispute resolution processes. Under the Kyoto Protocol,
states are considering a procedure that would give private
investors a right to appeal decisions by the Clean
Development Mechanism that go against their interest, and
under the World Bank Inspection Panel affected citizens
can trigger inspections of alleged failures of the Bank to
follow its own policies.21 Finally, under the WTO dispute
settlement process, and under several bilateral investment
agreements, civil society organisations have been allowed
to submit amicus curiae briefs to influence the outcome of
decisions.22
In his background paper for Ministerial consultations
at the 26th session of the Global Ministerial Environmental
Forum, Executive Director of UNEP Achim Steiner noted that
to deal with the accountability challenge, it would be necessary to make review a key function of the Global Ministerial
Environment Forum.23 He also emphasized the implementation
of independent third-party reviews and performance monitoring, the creation of incentives for performance and early action,
and the establishment of a global version of the Convention on
Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters.24 Thus, IEG
discussions need to move away from the current negotiations
and refocus on areas that can engender greater transparency and
accountability, acknowledging achievements and compliance
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with international commitments, and also acknowledging where
capacity and political will have been lacking.

Progress to Date on Principle 10

ratified by forty-five countries from Western Europe to Central
Asia and has been incorporated into EU law through a directive.
The Compliance Committee has now heard over fifty cases,
nearly all filed by the public or civil society organisations.32
In 2003, a follow-up instrument to the Aarhus Convention, the
Kiev Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers, was
adopted.33 This Protocol holds corporations accountable for disclosing information on the toxins they release into the environment, and
has been ratified by twenty-six countries.34
In addition to the Aarhus Convention, Principles 17 and 19
of the Rio Declaration also resulted in the creation of the 1991
UNECE Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in
a Transboundary Context (“Espoo EIA Convention”).35 This
convention creates requirements for state parties to assess the
environmental impact of major projects early on and to notify
other countries when the project will have a transborder effect.36
It has been signed by forty-five countries and ratified by thirty
countries.37

The 1992 Rio Declaration has seen mixed success on the
global level in the area of access rights.25 Unlike many other
areas in the Declaration, no global legal instrument — such as a
treaty or convention — on access rights in the environment has
been developed. It is only recently, mostly in the context of the
Rio 2012 process, that this has even been discussed.26
UN bodies have also been slow in addressing the issue. In
2010, after nearly twenty years, the UNEP Governing Council
finally adopted guidelines (“the Bali Guidelines”) on how governments should develop national laws in relation to Principle 10.27
The guidelines are intended to assist national governments by
“promoting the effective implementation of their commitments
to Principle 10 of the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development within the framework of their national legislation
and processes.”28 However, the guidelines are largely unknown
Access to Information
and while there are commitments by UNEP and other bodies to
provide assistance and training, the efforts appear currently to be
Sustainable development relies on accurate information on
on a very small scale.
a range of environmental matters, including those related to the
The efforts of the UN Economic Commission for Europe
green economy and climate change. Disclosure of information is
(“UNECE”) have been more successful. The UNECE has
therefore clearly in the public interest and serves to enhance the
adopted two ground-breaking treaties based on the Declaration.29
effectiveness of sustainable development programmes.
Of primary interest to this paper, the Declaration was the starting
Since the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, there has been a dramatic
point for development of the first legally binding international
increase in recognition of the right to access information by
treaty on access rights — the 1998 Convention on Access to
nations. Over ninety countries have adopted framework laws or
Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and
regulations for access to information, including in the past few
Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (commonly known
years China, Indonesia, Nigeria, Chile and Mongolia.38 Over
as the “Aarhus Convention”). The Aarhus Convention places
eighty countries have the right to information enshrined in their
ratifying nations under a series of important obligations includconstitutions.39 Many others including Brazil have adopted speing collecting information held by private bodies and requiring
cific environmental information access statutes or provisions in
public bodies to affirmatively make information available to the
general environmental protection laws.40
public, respond to requests, and
provide strong rights of appeal.30
Map 1: Right to Information Laws, 2011.
It also established rules for public
participation, appeals, and access to
justice measures.
Additionally, the Aarhus
Convention requires that signatories “promote the application of
the principles of this Convention
in international environmental
decision-making processes and
within the framework of international organisations in matters
relating to the environment.” 31
UN Secretary General Kofi Annan
described it as “the most ambitious
venture in the area of environmental
democracy so far undertaken under
the auspices of the United Nations.”
As of November 2011, the
Aarhus Convention has been
10
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As the map above shows, there are significant disparities between regions. While most of the nations of Europe,
the Americas, and a significant portion of Asia have the laws
in place, individuals in most Middle Eastern, African, Pacific,
and Caribbean countries do not yet have this right incorporated
into national law. Furthermore, practice lags behind laws in the
majority of these countries. Causes for this gap vary, including
lack of detailed administrative rules and operational policies,
inadequate public capacity to use the laws, and insufficient official capacity to implement laws.
Another positive trend with respect to access to information is the increased adoption of Pollutant Release and Transfer
Registers (“PRTR”s), which require governments to collect
information on pollution releases and make that information
publicly available through databases. PRTRs have been shown
to be one of the most effective means of getting pollutant related
information out to the public while simultaneously reducing pollution.41 There has been a steady increase of countries providing
registers and it is estimated that the number of national registers
is likely to double over the next ten years.42 There are now single
registers covering all of North America43 and Western Europe.44
Outside of these successes, however, there are many gaps
remaining for access to information. These include:
• Populations are still being denied access to essential
information about climate change and the environment.45
Denial of access to information stems largely from the
absence of freedom of information legislation and the
institutional secrecy of numerous state authorities, coupled
with legislation in place preventing access to information,
including state secret laws, national security laws, and
anti-terrorism legislation.46
• Globally, few laws exist that require governments to
proactively release environmental information, including
basic information on air quality and drinking water
quality.47 Meaningful access to environmental information
requires governments to proactively gather, analyse, and
disseminate this information.48 Where databases exist at
the international level, there are no requirements that this
information is disclosed to the public.
• Many countries performed poorly in providing environmental
information during and after emergencies.49 Mandates to
produce and disseminate such information are generally
weak despite recent international disasters.50
• Few countries make attempts to publicize the results
of environmental reports through the mass media or in a
usable format.51

Public Participation
Progress on public participation is more complex to assess
at the policy, planning, and project levels. In many countries,
planning processes are now designed to ensure that the public
has procedural rights to intervene and to ensure that public
bodies have a duty to take this into account when making their
decisions. One key aspect of this area is Environmental Impact
Assessments (“EIAs”), which require the assessing of the
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environmental and social impact of projects prior to their approval.
There has also been a substantial up-take of laws requiring
Environmental Impact Assessments in recent years. Currently,
over 120 countries have adopted legal provisions on EIAs.52
However, in practice, there are many gaps remaining in public
participation. 53 These gaps include:
• Public participation has not been fully incorporated at the
project level through EIA procedures in many countries.
Often there are hurdles to meaningful participation, including
insufficient lead-time or unavailable project documents,
even where there are open participatory processes in place.
Consultation is often held too late in the project development cycle to make a significant difference in project design
or selecting outcomes.
• Framework public participation laws are still new to many
governments despite progress in their adoption in a number
of countries, e.g. Thailand and Indonesia.
• Implementation of EIA processes has also been criticized
as weak. Often sequencing of EIA and permitting processes
excludes participation in the scoping and screening exercise, as well as in the determination of permit conditions. In
some countries, copies of EIAs are only provided to citizens
at a substantial cost, while restrictions to access based on
claims of commercial confidentiality are evident in other
countries.
• Conflicts of interest in the public hearing process, the
technical nature of EIAs, access to non-technical summaries
in local languages, and claims of lack of independence
of systems to develop and review EIAs are also evident.
At a higher level, Strategic Environmental Assessments
(“SEAs”) are a mechanism for incorporating environmental
considerations into policies, plans, and programmes. The World
Bank describes SEAs as “including mechanisms for evaluating
the environmental consequences of policy, planning, or program
initiatives in order to ensure that they are appropriately addressed
in decision making on par with economic and social considerations.”54 The strengths of SEAs include a general availability of
documents relating to proposed policies. A recent EU directive
attempted to require that all EU member states incorporate SEAs
into national law.55 SEAs have also been incorporated within
national legislation in a number of countries in Latin America
and the Southeast Asia region.56

Access to Justice
The access to justice pillar of the Aahrus Convention is
arguably an area that has experienced the least improvement.
Increasingly, countries have created or enhanced environmental
courts and tribunals with specialized functions.57 In 2010, there
were over 300 environmental courts and tribunals in 41 countries.58 Recently, India established a Green Tribunal and Malawi
created an Environmental Tribunal.59
However, there remain many bumps in the road to improving
access to justice. Issues of timeliness,60 intimidation, and costs
should be highlighted. The risk of seeking injunctive relief is
also significant. There are improvements in many countries in
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which the rules for legal standing have been relaxed.61 However,
there are still concerns about legal standing in regional legislative processes such as planning.

Capacity Building and the Media
Legal mandates are insufficient to ensure the implementation of access rights. Governments need the infrastructure and
capacity to supply access. Additionally, public and civil society
organisations must have the ability to demand access and participate. Government officials need knowledge of the legal framework and officials must possess practical skills and financial
resources for access across all relevant ministries. To address
the needs of indigenous peoples, vulnerable communities, and
the poor, governments must be innovative in how they provide
and disseminate access to information.62 These communities in
particular continue to be excluded from decision-making, and
specific entitlements are needed to facilitate their participation
and achieve inclusiveness.63
In addition, a free and independent media plays a key role
in increasing awareness of environmental protection and sustainable development to those most likely to be effected by these
policies. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights declares that everyone has the right to freedom of opinion
and expression. This right includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.64
Information access effects how and what media covers. With
legal protections, a free and independent media can monitor and
strengthen the transparent and accountable delivery of funds
for environmental goals on a diverse range of issues including
climate change, protected areas, species endangerment, and
protection of coastal resources. An effective, free, and independent media translates complex information into meaningful,
understandable, and actionable formats for public consumption.
Media facilitates discussion and debate between citizens and
officials about sustainable development and green policies. The
media has the ability to relay back key messages from affected
communities to officials.
Furthermore, media plays a key role in disaster mitigation
through advanced warning systems.65 Indeed, in many areas
affected by natural or other disasters, the mass media are the
only means by which crucial information is quickly and widely
disseminated.66 In order to be able to perform this role, the
media must be able to access accurate and timely information
from credible sources. Local media outlets, including community radios, newspapers, and even television services, have a
central role to play not only in disseminating information from
official sources but also in ensuring an effective two-way flow of
information underpinning effective participation.

How Rio 2012 Could Strengthen Principle 10
There is a compelling need to ensure that Principle 10 of
the UN Global Compact is fully implemented in all countries.
While UNEP made some progress in 2010 with the adoption of
Bali Guidelines on national legislation discussed above,67 this
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development is not sufficient by itself. Bolder action involving
the development of new and revised international instruments to
promote Principle 10 is needed.
There are a number of approaches at the international level
that should be considered to strengthen Principle 10. These
approaches are not exclusive but rather complementary and
should be considered as part of a package that can be advanced
simultaneously:
1. A New Global Convention on Principle 10: Drafting
and adopting a new, global, legally binding instrument
incorporating the access rights of Principle 10, is the most
far-reaching option. Such an instrument would be a global
platform to engage worldwide discussion on the subject
of access rights, as has been done for other environmental
issues. It could also ensure that Principle 10 is uniformly
adopted worldwide. However, there are a number of challenges associated with the development of a global legally
binding instrument such as a convention on access rights.
The proposal of such an instrument may encounter resistance from some states and there is a risk that such an
initiative would lead to the adoption of minimal standards.
Considerable development time would likely be necessary.
Finally, there may be difficulties regarding how such an
instrument would affect parties to the Aarhus Convention.
2. Regional Principle 10 Conventions: A more scaled down
approach would focus on the development of new, regional,
legally binding instruments similar to the UNECE Aarhus
Convention. This approach has the potential to encourage
greater involvement of all countries in each region during
development of the regional instrument’s text. This would
differ to the development process of an international agreement, which would limit discussion to major countries. As
such, a regional approach would provide the opportunity to
take account of regional specificities and create a sense of
regional ownership. In addition, countries within a region
often share common political, cultural and linguistic ties,
potentially simplifying the negotiations and making it easier
to reach consensus. Finally, regional conventions would
likely strengthen existing regional institutions and processes
to reduce resource constraints.
3. Opening Up the UNECE Convention to All States:
The last option is to encourage accession to the Aarhus
Convention by states outside the UNECE region. 68 The
Treaty is well respected and has a functioning oversight
system, and has already been ratified by 44 countries. 69
However, no states outside the UNECE region have acceded
to it. There are political and practical obstacles to accession
including the procedure for accession itself and reticence
from many governments towards adopting a treaty viewed
as “European-centric.”
Considering these three options, the best way to strengthen
Principle 10 is to begin the process of negotiating regional and
sub-regional instruments using the UNECE Aarhus Convention
as a model. This approach is guided by a pragmatic belief that
a new global convention would be too slow to develop and
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is likely to be substantially watered down in the process. The
Aarhus Convention has been recognized as a model that should
be considered for other regions.70 However since its adoption
in 1998, no other nation outside the UNECE region has signed
it. This suggests it is not likely to significantly expand in terms
of accession without substantial incentives, which have not yet
been forthcoming.
There are risks to a regional and sub-regional approach —
some regions may be unlikely to adopt legally binding instruments at the regional level in the foreseeable future. However,
the possibility for progress toward agreement on their merits,
drafting, and adoption at the sub-regional level remains. The
development of regional treaties could further strengthen efforts
to create a global instrument in the future as has happened in the
field of anti-corruption.71

Opportunities in Latin America
Latin America and the Caribbean region are ideal candidates
for implementation of a regional approach. In both regions there
has been a normative convergence around Principle 10. There
have been relevant developments in various areas:
• Regional Support. The Declaration of Santa Cruz +10
reaffirmed the commitment of the members of the
Organisation of American States (“OAS”) to Principle 10
as well as the importance of public participation in sustainable development decision-making.72 The Inter American
Court of Human Rights recognizes the right of citizens in
the region to have access to information and participate in
decisions that affect their rights,73 while the OAS Secretariat
recently released a Model Law on Access to Information.74
• Free trade agreements. Such agreements between several
North and South American states recognize the importance
of environmental assessments and the need to harmonize
environmental regulations and standards.75 The Central
American Commission on Environment and Development
(“CACED”) along with the UN Institute for Training and
Research developed tools for a national strategy to guarantee
access rights in Nicaragua, Honduras, and the Dominican
Republic. ECLAC proposed activities in its 2011 programme
of work to help states implement Principle 10.
• National Developments. A number of countries in the
region have already adopted laws improving access rights
including Chile, Jamaica, Peru, and Mexico, while Brazil
is currently about to adopt one.76 Jamaica has just undergone an extensive review of its Access to Information
Law to improve implementation, proactive disclosure, and
development of a mandated public interest test.77 Mexico
has one of the most advanced access to information regulatory systems, with one of the most effective oversight
and enforcement agencies in the world, and has developed
its own pollutant release and transfer register.78 Some
countries have increased their efforts to promote public
participation. For example, Chile is in the process of revising environmental impact regulations that will take public
participation to the next level — to proactively include poor
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and marginalized groups in decision-making by requiring
proponents of projects and the government to adapt their
strategies of information dissemination and to adopt methods of citizen participation that take into account the social,
economic, cultural, and geographic characteristics of the
affected population.79 Draft regulations require making special efforts to adapt procedures, taking into account vulnerable and geographically/territorially isolated communities,
indigenous communities or those with ethnic minorities,
and communities with a low educational level.80 What is
particularly exciting about this new draft regulation is that
it is the first time a Latin American country has brought the
notion of environmental justice in public participation into
standard practice within the framework of a law. And last,
Brazil leads the way with innovative strengthening of the
justice system to provide relief for environmental harms
through public prosecutors and environmental courts.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Experience and research have demonstrated that freedom of
expression, access rights (including access to information, public participation, and access to justice), transparency, and civic
engagement are fundamental to sustainable development and
achieving the Rio Principles. While there has been significant
progress over the past twenty years, billions of people around the
world still do not have these rights.
If Rio 2012 is to be successful and bring the world closer
to building a green economy and ensuring sustainable development, these fundamental principles must be at the heart of the
Outcome Document and consecutive commitments by governments to advance Principle 10 at the international, regional, and
national levels.
This article offers four key recommendations. First, all
states should codify Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration in their
national laws and commit to improve their laws, institutions, and
practices for implementation of Principle 10. Particularly states
should establish a legal and regulatory framework to protect
freedom of expression, freedom of information, freedom of
association, freedom of assembly, access to administrative and
judicial remedies, and political freedom. This legal regulatory
framework should also enshrine principles of maximum and proactive disclosure of environmental and green economy information as well as the right to broadly participate in environmental
and natural resource decision-making. The media, civil society
groups, scientists, and members of the general public must not
be hindered in their efforts to gain access to information on
development and environmental issues and to report and express
their opinions. Whistleblowers, especially those reporting
environmental hazards, must be afforded adequate legal protection. Further, all obstacles preventing people living in poverty,
vulnerable groups (such as women and minorities) and indigenous peoples from accessing information on development and
environmental policies must be removed. Proactive measures
must also be taken to promote these groups’ participation in the
design and execution of development strategies.
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Second, the Rio 2012 Outcome Document should call for
new international instruments to provide global and regional
standards for, and oversight of, the implementation of Principle 10
into national law. This would include a resolution by all member
states mandating UN regional bodies in Asia, Africa and Latin
America and the Caribbean, as well as UNEP regional offices
and other regional bodies to take steps to negotiate and conclude
legally binding regional or sub-regional conventions modelled
on the UNEP Principle 10 Guidelines. The Aarhus Convention
Secretariat should intensify its efforts to convince governments in
other regions of the world to either adopt the Convention or take it
as a model for regional or sub-regional efforts.
Third, the Rio 2012 Outcome Document should include a
commitment by all international organisations and agencies
working on sustainable development to codify Principle 10 of
the Rio Declaration in their rules and procedures, including
by proactively disclosing information, providing for the

participation of civil society in their decision-making processes,
and establishing redress mechanisms for individuals affected
by their policies and activities. International financial institutions should adopt comprehensive standards as proposed by the
Global Transparency Initiative.
Fourth, the Rio 2012 Outcome Document should include
specific and time measured information regarding the implementation of the Bali Guidelines recently adopted by the UNEP
Governing Council. This programme should identify target countries and specify long term funding sources as well as a timetable
for UNEP to provide assistance to developing countries to bring
their laws, institutions, and practices in line with the Guidelines.
The programme should include capacity building programmes,
opportunities for mentoring of public officials, and mechanisms
for civil society organisations to share experiences on the development of new legal instruments to create and implement access
rights.
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I

Introduction

n this twentieth anniversary year of the Rio Earth Summit
of 1992,1 the United Nations is hosting a Conference on
Sustainable Development (“Rio +20”). As a supplement to
Rio+20, the U.N. Global Compact will organize the Rio+20 Corporate Sustainability Forum in cooperation with the Rio+20 Secretariat, the UN System, and the Global Compact Local Network
Brazil.2 The Corporate Sustainability Forum is a prime example
of contemporary global governance — what some have termed
transnational “new governance”3 — in that it will be a multistakeholder affair sponsored by international organizations,
transnational corporations, and NGOs. As such, the Corporate
Sustainability Forum is a fitting addition to Rio+20, since much
of the sustainability agenda since the 1992 Earth Summit has
been driven by interactions with the private sector and, as this
Article will describe, much of its future rests in the hands of the
private sector — particularly with global financial institutions.

After Rio: The Revolt Against
“Big Development” and the Rise of Private
Development Finance
Since its earliest formulations, a tension has resided at
the heart of the concept of sustainable development between
the need of developing countries for economic growth and
the simultaneous advancement of increasingly progressive
approaches (through the development of international environmental law) to constraining the negative impacts of industrial
development on the environment and society. When the United
Nations’ General Assembly called for what would become the
Rio Earth Summit, it described it as a conference on the “environment and development.”4 The Earth Summit was intended
to advance “ international environmental law, taking into
account the Declaration of the UN Conference on the Human
Environment, as well as the special needs and concerns of the
developing countries.”5 These special needs and concerns were
the worries that newly established international environmental
law and policy would create trade restrictions that would be
prioritized over poverty reduction efforts.6
For decades before the Earth Summit, development policy
was dominated by exogenous growth theory,7 which led the
World Bank Group’s International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (“IBRD”) to focus nearly forty percent of its
lending activity on large infrastructure projects.8 Since at least
the 1970’s, however, local and transnational civil society groups
have protested the adverse impacts some large projects have
had on local populations and ecosystems, including the forceful
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dislocation of politically marginalized, often indigenous people
from their homes, ancestral lands and way of life, and in some
instances threatening to destroy irreplaceable cultural sites,
unique habitats or species.9 Such “problem projects” often result
from the incapacity of the regulatory systems in project host
countries to properly assess environmental and social impacts
and enforce compliance with national and international laws.10
According to United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights, Navi Pillay, “many of the estimated 370 million indigenous peoples around the world have lost, or are under imminent
threat of losing, their ancestral lands, territories and natural
resources because of unfair and unjust exploitation for the sake
of ‘development.’”11 Problem projects can also be found at the
epicenters of many national and international conflicts throughout
the world, some of them violent.12
The IBRD’s fetish for large project financing continued with
intensity until a few years after the Earth Summit, when such
lending declined sharply to less than thirty percent of the IBRD’s
total lending.13 This departure from the scene was mirrored by
a drastic decline in other official sources of aid to governments,
which dropped 40% between 1991 and 1997.14 The decline in
public development finance has been attributed to the emergence of a global market for private investment in infrastructure
spurred by the privatization and deregulation of many industrial
sectors, as well as the continued globalization of financial markets through the harmonization of tax regimes and the lowering
of restrictions on foreign capital.15 Although these changes to
global markets were likely the main force behind the IBRD’s
partial (and temporary) retreat from infrastructure lending,
another significant contributing factor was the substantial reputational costs that had been imposed on the bank by its history of
developing infrastructure projects in an unsustainable fashion.16
By the mid-1990s, civil society demands led to the
creation of accountability mechanisms and continually evolving social and environmental risk review policies within the
multilateral development banks, specifically the World Bank’s
Inspection Panel.17 As the World Bank’s private lending arm,
the International Financial Corporation (“IFC”), picked-up the
IBRD’s slack in financing large projects (often in syndicates
along with commercial lenders), it too saw a backlash of civil
society protest that gave way to an accountability mechanism
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— the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman — and a host of
continually updated environmental and social policies.18 These
mechanisms have provided some limited means for affected
communities to have project approval processes reviewed, but
the mechanisms have been criticized for not truly protecting
project-affected populations from undue harm.19
Despite these advancements at multilateral development
institutions, at the turn of the new millennium there remained
a gap between the level of scrutiny applied to project finance
transactions by development banks and the processes (or lack
thereof) for environmental and social risk review deployed by
commercial banks. With this gap in mind, civil society groups
sought to build on their accomplishments vis-à-vis multilateral
development banks and focus on private financiers of large
development projects.20 NGOs launched a series of public
advocacy campaigns directed at the leading commercial lending institutions, all of which were invested to varying degrees in
problem projects.21
At the World Economic Forum in Davos in January 2003,
a coalition of NGOs launched the Collevecchio Declaration on
Financial Institutions and Sustainability.22 The Collevecchio
Declaration recognized the “role and responsibility” of financial
institutions (“FIs”) in globalization, stating that FIs are “channeling financial flows, creating financial markets and influencing
international policies in ways that are too often unaccountable
to citizens, and harmful to the environment, human rights, and
social equity,” and called on them to “promote the restoration
and protection of the environment, and promote universal human
rights and social justice,” which principles “should be inherent in the way that they offer financial products and services,
and conduct their businesses.”23 The Collevecchio Declaration
remains the benchmark against which civil society actors
measure multilateral and private financial activity.24
A core group of four banks who had been subject to
aggressive public advocacy campaigns before the Collevecchio
Declaration already formed a working group in late 2002 to
explore the creation of an industry standard for environmental
and social risk management procedures.25 The group decided to
base their new framework on the IFC’s Performance Standards
because of the utility of having one global standard applicable
throughout the entire project finance industry.26 After further
refinement, on June 4, 2003, the senior executives of ten commercial banks met at the IFC in Washington, D.C and formally
adopted the “Equator Principles” (“EPs”).27 The goal, as the
name suggests, was to “level the playing field” by establishing
one standard of project review that would apply globally, i.e., on
both sides of the Equator.
The Equator Principles’ Preamble states that they were
adopted “in order to ensure that the projects we finance are
developed in a manner that is socially responsible and reflect
sound environmental management practices.”28 Accordingly,
the Preamble declares that “negative impacts on project affected
ecosystems and communities should be avoided where possible,
and if these impacts are unavoidable, they should be reduced,
mitigated and/or compensated for appropriately.”29 Significantly,
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the banks were never coy about the mutual benefits of this
approach, i.e., their faith in the “business case” for sustainability,
noting further in the Preamble that “[w]e believe that adoption
of and adherence to these Principles offers significant benefits
to ourselves, our borrowers and local stakeholders through our
borrowers’ engagement with locally affected communities.”30
The Preamble then hints at the potential for such regimes: “[w]e
therefore recognise that our role as financiers affords us opportunities to promote responsible environmental stewardship and
socially responsible development.”31
The regime has grown from ten initial founding members
with about thirty percent of the global market share32 to seventysix institutions from over thirty countries.33 The EPFIs claim
that over seventy percent of all emerging market project finance
transactions are covered by the EPs.34 The EPFIs’ ranks include
commercial banks, export credit agencies, and development
finance institutions.35 As much as the EPs have grown to become
an industry standard, they have thus far not deeply penetrated
institutions in key emerging markets where a tremendous
amount of project finance and some of the largest individual
deals. Thus, while the EPs have expanded tremendously in their
eight years of existence, the global playing field still has some
uneven patches on it, and those patches are where a significant
amount of development is taking place and where some of the
most vulnerable populations reside. Although the global spread
of the EPs is a significant measure of their utility as a regime,
others have theorized about what specific attributes of a regime
are necessary conditions for effective governance, which this
article explores below.

The Equator Principles as a
“Transnational ‘New Governance’”
Defining Transnational “New Governance”
The transnational civil society movement that encouraged
institutional change at the World Bank simultaneously led to
the creation of the World Commission on Dams (“WCD”),
which was brokered between the World Bank and the World
Conservation Union (“IUCN”). The WCD is perhaps underappreciated now for what it was: among the very first examples of
multi-stakeholder global governance,36 a transnational merging
of the governmental, civil society, and private sectors, though a
decade later it had already become more commonplace.37 The
broader contribution of the WCD, some have argued, was its role
as an agent of normative change, as it proposed that infrastructure
decision making should be a procedurally dense process imbued
with “a “[human] rights and risks” perspective organized around
“disclosure, consultation, and dialogue.”38 These concepts have
informed the development of the development finance institutions’ approaches to project review and risk mitigation and are at
the core of the EPs, although not yet as robustly as they could be,
in the views of the EPs’ key NGO interlocutors.39
Twenty years later, the phenomenon that began with the
WCD has gone “viral.” The diverse regulatory phenomena that
have emerged in response to global regulatory gaps have been
typologized as transnational “new governance” 40 and “civil
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regulation” or “private regulation.”41 They are direct public and
private responses to a series of missed opportunities by State
actors to collectively create effective regimes of global international business regulation. For example, the Forest Stewardship
Council emerged directly out of the frustration by environmental
groups at what they considered to be the complete failure of governments at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit to conclude a binding
international treaty on forestry issues.42
What has resulted, however, is a “new global public domain”
that does not “replace states” so much as “embed systems of
governance in broader global frameworks of social capacity and
agency that did not previously exist.”43 As political scientists
Kenneth Abbott44 and Duncan Snidal45 have argued, these new
arrangements of regulatory power constitute the emergence of
a complex “governance triangle,”46 in which international standards are now created, implemented, monitored, and enforced
by varying combinations of states, firms, and NGOs seeking to
transform whole supply chains and global networks of operations
spanning multiple jurisdictions.47 There are now over 300 such
initiatives attempting to introduce governance into nearly every
major global economic sector, including energy, the extractive
industries, forestry, chemicals, textiles, apparel, footwear, sporting goods, coffee, and cocoa.48

Governance Effectiveness and Competencies
But how are we to measure the effectiveness of such diffuse
regulatory regimes? Abbott and Snidal propose that regulatory
processes occur in roughly five stages (although they do not
always occur in an orderly fashion): Agenda-setting, Negotiation,
Implementation, Monitoring, and Enforcement (a process they
short-hand as “ANIME”).49 Truly effective regulatory schemes,
they argue, must address all five stages.50 In addition, they
explain that throughout these stages, the actors involved (states,
firms, and NGOs) can exhibit four competencies to varying
degrees at different stages: independence, representativeness,
expertise, and operational capacity.51 All of these competencies
— which vary in their importance depending on the stage of the
ANIME process — are necessary, though not necessarily sufficient, for a regime to be effective.52
In transnational settings, however, Abbott and Snidal argue
that no single actor — even an advanced democracy — has the
competencies required for effective regulation at all stages of
the regulatory process.53 While different actors may develop
additional competencies over time through hiring experts,
employees or consultants, certain capacities are beyond both
firms’ and NGOs’ reaches; for example, firms cannot be truly
independent, but they can improve the perception and fact
of their independence by hiring separate monitoring departments or enlisting external monitors.54 Given these limitations,
Abbott and Snidal conclude that “single-actor schemes, whose
competencies are primarily derived from their sponsors, are
implausible as transnational regulators.”55 Accordingly, they
argue that the “most promising strategy may be collaboration,”
i.e., “assembling the needed competencies by bringing together
actors of different types.”56
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In this regard, even when states do not regulate directly,
they can nonetheless play substantial roles indirectly by shaping the bargaining among different actor groups that leads to the
formation and shaping of transnational governance regimes.57
A primary example of such indirect influence is in standardsetting by states and international organizations; standards
“shape the expectations and normative understandings that guide
other actors engaged in [regulatory standard setting].”58 They
create levers by which NGOs hold firms accountable and focal
points that simplify bargaining over the content of standards and
reduce its cost.”59 Indeed, states and international organizations
can even play an “entrepreneurial role[]” in “enhancing the competencies and bargaining power of other actors and modifying
the situational factors” relevant to the bargaining among actors.60
Despite the efforts by NGO-and-firm-based schemes to
innovate and create their own standards, they often root these
standards in state-generated norms or eventually return to
international norms as benchmarks.61 This is primarily due to
the legitimacy conferred by norms developed through state or
inter-state processes. These actors’ representativeness almost
certainly encompass a broader range of interest and preferences
than do the narrow missions of either NGOs or firms, and thus,
state-generated norms carry more legitimacy and by referring to
or relying upon them, NGOs and firms can confer greater legitimacy on their regulatory schemes.62 The use of legitimate public
standards also helps to shift the balance of power between firms
and NGOs in the creation of regulatory schemes: by relying
on the more legitimate state-based standards, NGOs make it
harder for firms to resist their demands. This is clearly what has
occurred with respect to the relationships among the IFC, the
Equator Principle Financial Institutions (“EPFIs”), and NGOs,
although in complex ways.

The Equator Principles’ Effectiveness
Agenda-setting, Negotiation and Implementation
All of the relevant actor groups — the Equator Principle
banks, the IFC and the NGO community have been instrumental
in agenda-setting, negotiation of the applicable standards and
implementation of more sustainable practices by private actors.
Between 2004 and 2006, the EPFIs and NGOs participated in
the IFC’s review and update of its Performance Standards.63
When in February 2006 the IFC adopted its new Performance
Standards, the EPFIs conducted a further consultation from
March to May 2006 with NGOs, clients, industry associations,
and export credit agencies which led to the substantially revised
Equator Principles II (“EPII”), also based on the IFC’s updated
Performance Standards.64 EPII launched on July 6, 2006, at
which time forty institutions re-adopted the EPs. The most
important revisions in EPII arguably made them much more
effective than they were previously. These changes included
lowering the project cost threshold from fifty to ten million;65
the extension of the EPs to banks’ advisory activities;66 and
the inclusion of upgrades and expansions of existing projects
(including those not built under EP review) under the regime’s
coverage.67 Perhaps the most important change was the EPs’
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first set of “teeth,” Equator Principle 10, which established the
requirement to report annually on progress and performance and
more robust public consultation standards.68 When the IFC later
updated its Environmental Health and Safety Guidelines in April
2007, the EPFIs incorporated this revision into the EPs as well.69
The resulting ten Equator Principles correspond loosely to
the various phases of the project finance lending cycle, which also
relate to the banks’ project development cycle. The first phase is
the lender’s due diligence (EPs 1, 2, 3, & 7), which occurs during the pre-construction activities of project design and permitting.70 The second phase is loan negotiation and documentation
(Principles 4 & 8).71 The third phase is portfolio management
(Principle 9), which correlates with project implementation.72
The disclosure, consultation, and grievance mechanism requirements (Principle 5 and 6) may apply throughout the lending
cycle, depending on the anticipated extent of impacts on local
communities.73 All requirements flow from the first Principle
1, EP1 on the categorization of projects, which dictates that
borrowers categorize projects as either Category A (projects with
potential significant adverse social or environmental impacts
that are diverse, irreversible or unprecedented), Category B
(projects with potential limited adverse social or environmental
impacts that are few in number, generally site-specific, largely
reversible and readily addressed through mitigation measures),
or Category C (projects with minimal or no social or environmental impacts).74
According to Equator Principles 3, the choice of the standards or law applicable to project risk review and mitigation
depends on the categorization of the project: when developing projects in high-income Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) countries, borrowers’
environmental and social risk assessment must comply only
with national law.75 When developing projects in low-income
or non-OECD countries, the IFC’s Performance Standards are
the applicable environmental and social standards governing
project risk assessment and mitigation.76 However, even in highincome countries, national law is not necessarily an ironclad
guarantee against problem projects. Regardless, when a project
is being developed in an emerging market context, i.e., a nonOECD country or low-income OECD country, the EPs insist
that project sponsors also take into account the International
Financial Corporation’s Performance Standards on Social and
Environmental Sustainability, which include detailed environmental and social assessment policies and procedures related to
specific thematic areas, each of which is interpreted by Guidance
Notes.77 In addition to the Performance Standards, the EPs also
reference the World Bank’s Environmental, Health and Safety
(“EHS”) Guidelines, which identify specific performance levels
and technical guidance for sixty-three sectors.78
Shortly after the launch of the EP Association in June 2010,
the EPs underwent a seven month-long Strategic Review led
by external consultants that overlapped in time with the IFC’s
comprehensive overhaul of its Performance Standards.79 The EP
Association offered a response to the Strategic Review, but now
that the 2011 revision of the IFC Performance Standards has
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been finalized, the EP Association has incorporated the revised
Performance Standards and has launched a further complete
update — towards Equator Principles III — to be completed by
late-2012.80
Thus, in the two substantial updates of the IFC Performance
Standards, the EPFIs — as the most common end-users of the
Performance Standards (“PS”), played an unusually large role
in shaping their evolution.81 Furthermore, any changes to the PS
will almost certainly have to be accepted and incorporated writ
large by the EPFIs now that they have relied on the PS for their
normative content for over seven years.82 Arguably the linkage
to the IFC’s Performance Standards caused the EPs to “ratchetup” their requirements more quickly than they might otherwise
have done if the banks were only facing-off against their NGO
interlocutors, which could have led to more of an entrenched
stalemate than already has emerged at times. From this perspective, the first few EPFIs certainly achieved one of their purported
goals in forming the EPs, namely, to have a seat at the table when
discussion of standards occur in the project finance sector. The
EPs have also taken on the role of global standard-bearer in ways
that complement the IFC’s own efforts: the EP banks “coordinate closely” with the IFC on outreach activities in the emerging
markets,83 which according to an IFC staffer, allows the IFC to
extend its reach with commercial banks in those regions more
easily. This collaboration has at times been read in different ways
as well by the NGOs: according to Banktrack, the EPFIs had
used the ongoing PS review as a justification for inaction on
certain issues.84 Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the triangulated efforts of these actors has contributed to the formation
and proliferation of the EPs.85

Monitoring and Enforcement
Although the EPs have dramatically changed the regulatory
landscape of global project investment and development, like
any regulatory regime, they are far from perfect. From the start
there were concerns that the EP regime did not go far enough in
meeting the ideals expressed in the Collevecchio Declaration.86
In the months following the creation of the EPs (January 2004), a
new coalition of NGOs — Banktrack — formed to monitor sustainability practices in the financial sector.87 Banktrack quickly
designated itself as a watchdog of the EPFIs, releasing report
after report analyzing the banks’ implementation and apparent
commitment levels.88 Banktrack later devoted a special section
of its website to featuring “dodgy deals,” serving as a clearinghouse for information on controversial projects, including NGO
activities and complaints as well as an opportunity for banks to
respond to concerns.89 It must be emphasized, however, that the
NGOs’ ability to perform this function — which some suggest
they do only reluctantly — is impeded by the EPFIs’ unwillingness thus far to do more extensive project-level disclosure.90
The NGOs’ complaints about the Equator Principles have
remained fairly constant from the start, although some of them
have been addressed partially or completely by the EPFIs, leading the perceived legitimacy of the regime to wax and wane over
time — at least in the eyes of their NGO interlocutors.91 Indeed,
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the long-standing relations between the EPFIs and the Banktrack
network of NGOs reached its lowest point in early 2010 when
the NGOs announced a boycott of the EPFIs’ large annual meetings at which the NGOs had become regular participants.92
Banktrack stated that they no longer believed these large annual
meetings to be productive fora for advancing their objectives
and announced that they would not participate in them until real
progress was made by the EPFIs.93
The major persisting criticisms in the NGOs’ eyes are the
EPs’ insufficient transparency on the project, institution, and
regime levels;94 and the related lack of an independent monitoring, verification, or enforcement mechanism.95 NGOs are also
dissatisfied with the EP’s insufficient project level grievance
mechanisms,96 particularly their limited scope of application
only to project finance transactions as opposed to all projectrelated transactions regardless of financing structure97 and their
failure to proactively address climate change.98 It is beyond the
scope of this Article to address these complaints in depth, but
it suffices to note that whether the NGO community likes it or
not,99 they have assumed the role of policemen and in the process, have created a kind of uneasy alliance — a quasi hybrid
governance scheme, demonstrating the wisdom of Abbott and
Snidal’s insight that to achieve effective governance the best
strategy might be collaboration and “assembling” the various
competencies of different actors.

Independence, representativeness, expertise,
and operational capacity.
Looking more closely at the four competencies described
by Abbott and Snidal, we see that if we broadly construe
the activities of governance related to project finance in the
private sector, the EPs do have most of the competencies covered,
particularly if its supporting governance actors — the NGOs
and the IFC — are included as part of the “governance”
structure, or “triangle.”100
Representativeness. Though both NGOs’ and banks’
representativeness would ordinarily be subject to some criticism,101 this is offset somewhat by the inclusion of the IFC — a
multilateral institution with over 140 Member States — and its
significant influence on both standard-setting and ongoing assistance in technical advisory services and outreach.102 Although
true representativeness, one that would include the views of
impacted populations, is far from being achieved, the most
recent revision of the Performance Standards took considerable
steps in this direction, and the EPs may very well follow suit.
Operational Capacity and Expertise. The EPFIs provide
sufficient operational capacity individually and are continually
ramping-up their collective capacity and resources. Originally the
“Management Structure” consisted of the Steering Committee
members (about a dozen banks) and a modest secretariat staff (of
one person) that divided-up the work of administering, strengthening, and growing the EP regime.103 This governance structure
includes subcommittees known as Working Groups that focus
on various substantive aspects of maintaining and enhancing
the EP regime, including Working Groups on (a) adoption, (b)
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best practice, (c) climate change, (d) outreach (divided again by
region), (e) scope review — corporate loans, (f) scope review
— export finance, (g) social risks, (h) stakeholders — NGOs,
(i) stakeholders — socially responsible investment, and (j)
stakeholders — industry outreach.104
Responding once more to NGO concerns, in July 2010 the
EPFIs launched the “Equator Principles Association,” a legally
binding governance structure complete with bylaws, voting
mechanisms, membership dues.105 This enhanced formalization also responded in part to another of the NGOs’ concerns,
as it introduced a de-listing procedure for removing EPFIs who
are not compliant with the annual reporting requirement in EP
10.106 With the launch of the Association, the EPs have drastically improved their operational capacity, as they now collect
membership dues and have formal rules to govern their relations
with one another.107 Nevertheless, there remains much room for
improvement.
Independence. While the independence of the EP
Association from its individual members remains an open question, this, along with the issues of monitoring and enforcement,
are being counter-balanced by persistent NGO monitoring,
engagement and activism (and, on project-specific issues, independence is increased by EP 7’s requirement that on Category
A and B projects the banks must hire an external independent
consultant).108
In sum, when viewed in isolation, the EPs can be characterized as fitting Abbott and Snidal’s positive model predicting
that single-actor governance schemes will provide only modest
self-regulation; the newly-formed EP Association has some of
the competencies described as necessary by Abbott and Snidal
(expertise, operational capacity, and some representativeness), while primarily lacking demonstrated independence.109
Arguably, however, this is to take too myopic a view of the overall “governance triangle” operating with respect to the project
finance sector. When the combined effects of the IFC and
NGOs are included a different picture emerges with the various actor groups collectively providing all four competencies,
albeit imperfectly and in an ever-evolving schema of hesitant
collaboration.

Conclusion: Financiers as
Setting the Sustainability Agenda
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the EPs’ growth and
development is the way in which they have made themselves an
indispensible party to future debates on sustainable development
and the specific articulation of standards key to economic growth
— the IFC’s Performance Standards. Such developments are not
limited to the EPs, however. In fact, there have been signs that
the financial sector is assuming a considerably more active role
in directing the global governance of their own activities, and by
extension, much of the global economy. For example, leading
into renewed climate negotiations in Cancun in late 2010, 259
investors from Asia, Africa, Australia, Europe Latin America
and North America with collective assets under management
totaling over $15 trillion110 called for governments to take action
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on climate change. These investors were not necessarily united
by their passion for the environment, but more likely by their
realization of the financial risks related to climate change, which
they claimed could amount to GDP losses of up to 20 percent by
2050, as well as the economic benefits of shifting to low-carbon
and resource-efficient economies.111
Similarly, in 2005 U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan
helped launch the Principles for Responsible Investment.112 Not
unlike the EPs, the PRI provide guidance to investors in how
to integrate issues of environmental and social governance into
their investment policies. As of April 2012 over 1000 investment
institutions from over 45 countries have become signatories,
with assets under management equaling approximately US$ 30
trillion.113 A particularly active group of PRI signatories have
in fact turned-up the pressure on the largest but also most criticized114 U.N.-sponsored initiative — the Global Compact, which
has more than 10,000 participants, including over 7,000 businesses in 140 countries, although over 3,100 companies have
already been expelled for noncompliance and 750 are expected
to be expelled in the second half of 2012.115 In January of 2008,
a coalition of 38 investors worth over US$ 3 trillion wrote letters
to the CEOs of 130 major listed companies that are signatories
of the UN Global Compact.116 In their letters the investors
praised twenty-five Global Compact signatories for meeting their obligations under the Compact to produce an annual
“Communication on Progress,” but simultaneously identified
over 100 other companies as “laggards,” who were mainly based
in emerging markets, and demanding them to comply with their
obligations.117 The investors pointed out that they represented
a “critical mass of institutional investors who believe management of corporate responsibility or [Environmental, Social and
Governance] issues is highly relevant to the long-term financial

success of their investments” and that the Compact’s reporting
system provided an important measure of companies’ performance on these issues.118
The NGOs’ ‘nudges’ continue to have some impact, even
if the progress is slower than they might wish. In the absence
of coordinated multilateral action from governments on climate
change, the NGOs and the EP Strategic Review called upon
the EPs to adopt policies addressing the issue.119 A few banks
have responded by separately creating the Carbon Principles,
which aim “to provide a consistent approach for banks and their
U.S. power clients to evaluate and address carbon risks in the
financing of electric power projects” and in the process have
articulated a set of Principles and an “Enhanced Environmental
Due Diligence Process” to help create industry best practice in
the energy sector in the United States.120 In addition, the EPFIs,
in collaboration with the World Wildlife Fund and the Business
and Biodiversity Offsets Program, has launched “B4B” — the
Biodiversity for Banks program — which is “designed to help
financial institutions overcome the challenges of incorporating
risks associated with biodiversity and ecosystem services —
all of the valuable resources provided by nature including safe
drinking water — into their lending decisions.”121
The initiation of these conversations among financiers on
climate change and biodiversity — and the demands on companies from investors for real improvement, not just lip service on
these issues — offer a glimpse of what we might see at Rio+20’s
Corporate Sustainability Forum.122 Unlike the first Rio Earth
Summit, which was driven principally by government negotiation and attended by NGOs,123 the Corporate Sustainability
Forum provides a unique opportunity for the private sector —
and financiers and investors in particular — to set the sustainability agenda for the next twenty years.
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Compulsory Licensing in TRIPS: Chinese
and Indian Comparative Advantage in the
Manufacture and Exportation of Green
Technologies
by Rishi R. Gupta*

C

hallengers to the United States’ global influence, such
as Brazil, China, and India, have criticized heavy polluters like the United States and the United Kingdom
for significantly contributing to the world’s total carbon emissions but failing to share its green technologies with the rest
of the world.1 Utilizing Rio+20 to redefine Article 31(b) of the
World Trade Organization’s Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement should create an international framework for transfer of green technology through
a patent process called compulsory licensing.2 Compulsory
licensing allows a country to bypass a patent and create a
generic copy of a technology by licensing it within its borders.3
Currently, the United States holds the largest number of
patents for green technology in various sectors, including:
wind, solar photovoltaic, concentrated solar power, biomassto-electricity, and carbon capture and storage. 4 Unfortunately,
given the long statutory periods provided to patent holders and
the high costs of entering the green technology market, these
patents effectively provide the patent holder with a twenty
year monopoly.5 Thus, this intellectual property barrier inhibits financially strapped developing countries from acquiring
the newest and most effective technologies, preventing them
from mitigating the environmental consequences of their rapid
growth.6 At the same time, China and India have a comparative advantage in the manufacturing of green technologies over
companies in the United States and are able to produce these
technologies at much lower costs.7
While a compulsory license typically requires a country to
prove that it attempted and failed to secure a voluntary license,
the TRIPS agreement waives this requirement in cases of
national emergency, circumstances of extreme urgency, or for
public non-commercial use.8 Specifically, the WTO should use
Rio+20 to recognize that greenhouse gas emissions are a circumstance of “extreme urgency.”9 In 2003 at Doha, the WTO
extended compulsory licenses to the exportation of pharmaceuticals, allowing a country with the requisite manufacturing
capacity to obtain a compulsory license to manufacture pharmaceutical products that alleviate public health problems. 10
Brazil and Thailand have used the WTO’s 2003 decision to
spread cheaper AIDS medication and put pressure on patent
holders to decrease their prices.11 This manufacturing and
exportation model of compulsory licensing could be similarly
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employed in countries like China and India for transfer and dissemination of green technology.12
However, this type of compulsory licensing is often
criticized because of its potential harm to economic growth
in patent holding countries and the expansion of future green
technologies.13 Critics argue that strong patents reward patent
holders for their innovations, thereby incentivizing future innovations in green technology.14 These enforceable patents are
generally regarded as necessary to guarantee profits for the patent holder.15 Some of this impact would be mitigated, however,
because compulsory licensing requires that the licensor pay
the patent holder adequate remuneration, which typically takes
the form of royalties.16 Moreover, the need for compulsory
licenses usually arises in countries where the patent holder has
chosen not to make its green technology available, so there is
not a significant loss in either profits or incentives to innovate
because these countries were already shut out of the market.17
Beyond economics, the environmental impact of compulsory green technology licenses in China and India would be
extremely positive for the entire globe. Primarily, technology
transfer through compulsory licensing would speed up global
green technology development by allowing companies in China
and India to begin innovating and improving on currently held
patents without having to wait the full twenty years.18 Indeed,
by impeding research and development in China and India,
the current intellectual property regime severely limits the
possibility of follow-on innovations that could lead to further
breakthroughs in the field.19
The proliferation of advanced green technologies in the
economically developing countries of China, the world’s largest emitter of greenhouse gas emissions, and India, the fourth
largest emitter, would be felt immediately. 20 Other developing
countries could attain greater means to reduce their emissions
because compulsory licensing would significantly reduce high
start-up costs by allowing China and India to manufacture
significantly cheaper green technologies.21 Smaller, developing
countries would also see a significant decrease in the cost of
green technology due to China and India’s cheaper manufacturing capabilities in wind and solar energy. 22
continued on page 54
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International Investment Law and Arbitration,
Sustainable Development, and Rio+20:
Improving Corporate Institutional And
State Governance
by Perry E. Wallace*

T

Introduction

he 2012 United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development (“Rio+20”) will provide “a historic opportunity to define pathways to a safer, more equitable,
cleaner, greener and more prosperous world for all.”1 Rio+20
comes twenty years after the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio, where
participating governments agreed to several historic accords to
promote a more sustainable environment.2 Subsequent conferences followed suit with more accords aimed at improving and
augmenting preceding commitments.3
One of the most important documents that resulted from
the 1992 Earth Summit was Agenda 21,4 a planning-oriented
framework on redefining economic growth while also promoting social equity and ensuring environmental protections.5 The
United Nations (“UN”) has affirmed and seeks to expand upon
this and similar accords in pursuing its action plan for Rio+20.6
Reflecting upon these past efforts, participants at Rio+20 should
come to the conference wiser than ever in planning to meet the
challenges of sustainable development, which is “development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”7 Most
commentators agree that although some of these steps in sustainable development have been “deeply inspiring examples
of progress,” they have also faced setbacks due to challenges
such as food insecurity, biodiversity loss, and climate change. 8
Rio+20 seeks to improve this record by creating a consensus
among international governments and institutions on ways to
reduce poverty, promote sustainable jobs, clean energy, and create an equitable distribution of resources.9
International investment law and arbitration are increasingly the source of major decisions about national and regional
development policies and practices. Consequentially, emerging
institutions in this field can enable activities that have impacts
on the economic, social, political, and environmental well being
of communities around the world. Not surprisingly, developing
countries and emerging economies, because of their circumstances and needs, tend to experience the greatest amount and
intensity of these impacts. At the same time, however, these
nations may also be least able (or inclined, as the case may be) to
strike a just balance and array of benefits and burdens of development in their investment agreements with other nations and
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with corporate partners. Significantly, this calculus lies at the
heart of the sustainable development concept.
For these reasons, the major actors and institutions in this
arena should be brought together at the Rio+20 conference for
purposes of “secur[ing] … [their] political commitment for sustainable development, reviewing progress and remaining implementation gaps and assessing new and emerging challenges.”10
This article examines the status of international investment law
and arbitration in the framework and dynamics of sustainable
global development. Specifically, the article highlights the
interrelationship of sustainable development and investment,
the challenges and threats posed to sustainable development by
international investment law and arbitration, and recommends
key issues for discussion at Rio+20. A useful start would be to
make international investment law and arbitration one of the topics for discussion at the June “Corporate Sustainability Forum”
meetings.11 This Forum, which is a collaborative effort intended
to enhance the progress made at the actual Rio+20 conference,12
presents the proverbial “golden opportunity.” Given the dominant
role that business and industry play in the world’s development
activities, in particular through international investment law and
arbitration, other actors such as national governments and nongovernmental organizations should be and will be present be at
the table in these discussions and planning regarding sustainability.13 With this beginning step, investment law and arbitration
could become part of a very important process in international
environmental governance, one promising significant benefits
from the intelligent, committed exploration and planning for
sustainable development that will take place at Rio+20.

Sustainable Development and the
Role and Impact of Investment
In charting a path toward agreement, the UN has identified
the conference’s objective as “secur[ing] renewed political commitment for sustainable development, reviewing progress and
remaining implementation gaps and assessing new and emerging challenges.”14 This objective will be pursued “through the
*Perry E. Wallace is an Associate Professor of Law & Director of the JD/MBA
Dual Degree Program at the American University Washington College of Law.
Professor Wallace is a member of the Board of Advisors of the Center for International Environmental Law; a member of the Academic Council of the Institute
for Transnational Arbitration; and a member of the WCL Faculty of the Center
on International Commercial Arbitration.
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lenses” of the conference’s two themes: 1) a green economy in
the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication;
and 2) the institutional framework for sustainable development.15
Achieving the objective of Rio+20 through these two themes
will require the concerted and collaborative efforts of all stakeholders in a well-functioning, sustainable world. In addition to
national governments, the UN has also identified “major groups”
that comprise particularly important stakeholders.16 These
major groups include “women, children and youth, indigenous
peoples, non-governmental organisations, local authorities,
workers and trade unions, business and industry, the scientific
and technological community, and farmers.”17 In focusing on the
role of business and industry in promoting this initiative, the UN
recognizes that the private sector plays an important role in moving towards sustainable development, specifically in building a
green economy and to eradicating poverty.18
The UN has also recognized that investments by business
and industry are fundamental to sustainable development. For
example, Agenda 21 describes the central role of international
investments in providing financial assistance for developing
countries:
Investment is critical to the ability of developing
countries to achieve needed economic growth to
improve the welfare of their populations and to meet
their basic needs in a sustainable manner …Sustainable
development requires increased investment, for which
domestic and external financial resources are needed.19
While the pivotal role of investment in fueling development
is generally well established, modern (particularly post-Earth
Summit) formulations of this basic precept often invoke some
expanded notion of “sustainability.” This includes pronouncements by such august bodies as the 2002 World Summit
on Sustainable Development in its Johannesburg Plan of
Implementation (seeking “an enabling environment for investment”);20 the G8 Heads of State 2009 declaration Responsible
Leadership for a Sustainable Future (“[F]oreign direct investments …represent an important source of financing and a
driver of [sustainable] economic growth and integration”); and
the 2009 G20 Heads of State declaration on Core Values for
Sustainable Economic Activity (“We … are partners in building
a sustainable and balanced global economy in which the benefits
of economic growth are broadly and equitably shared.”).21 Thus,
the “hard” and “soft” law and policy of sustainability have been
rather thoroughly established and accepted.22
In contrast to sustainable development law and policy, however, investment law and policy have not been as solicitous to the
notion of sustainable development. The general consensus is that
foreign direct investment is necessary for sustainable development.23 However, considerable work remains to guarantee that
the current regulatory framework for international investment
law properly promotes sustainable development.24 As commentators point out:
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[I]n international investment law, sustainable development
remains challenging to implement. The challenge is to
ensure that new international and domestic rules that
are being developed to encourage investment by providing additional protection for investors from capital
exporting States also provide sufficient policy flexibility
and incentives to encourage sustainability.25
As noted above, there has been some difficulty in bringing
the policies and practices of sustainability and investment law
(including arbitration) together.26 The next section describes the
rationale and structure of investment law and the section after
that one elaborates on this problem.

Investment Law and Arbitration;
Rationale and Structure
Foreign investment, in some form or another, “likely dates
back to the days of the pharaohs in Egypt with investment being
made by the state itself or by merchants from Egypt, Phoenicia
and Greece in other countries.”27 Its historical course parallels
that of the history of many civilizations, great and small, and has
often been a fateful element in those histories.28 Fast forward to
modern foreign direct investment (FDI) in the mid-nineteenth
century, two significant phenomena revolutionized methods of
raising and spending capital: rapid technological invention and
the growth of major corporations.29
Thus enabled, foreign companies and their investments
boomed and began contributing to expansive economic growth
and development around the world, including the finance,
construction, and operation of large infrastructure projects. As
this happened, conflicts frequently arose between investors and
either host countries or other internal political forces.30 Often
these major undertakings were interdependent with the welfare
and security of the host country and its citizens, and this at
times sparked nationalist concerns about the dangers of foreign
control.31 Expropriation and other forms of interference with
investments became a major problem. However, the traditional
remedies have proven woefully inadequate, namely resort to
national courts, diplomatic protection, and military force.32
In the great series of initiatives and attempts to develop
solutions to global investment conflicts, international treaties
and contracts providing for specific relevant protections have
emerged as one of the better alternatives, such as dispute resolution by an independent body. Investment treaties include thousands of bilateral investment treaties (“BITs”) and investment
chapters in broader trade and economic cooperation accords,
began to appear. Numerous well-known frameworks for foreign
investment protection and arbitration of disputes have emerged
by the 1990s. They include:
• BITs between nations;
• World Bank Convention on the Settlement of Investment
Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States
(“ICSID” Convention or “Washington Convention”);
• International Chamber of Commerce, International Court
of Arbitration, Rules of Arbitration;
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• International Centre for Dispute Resolution (“American
Arbitration Association”);
• United Nations Commission on International Trade
(“UNCITRAL”) Model Law on International Commercial
Arbitration and UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules;
• North American Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”);
• Energy Charter Treaty (“ECT”);
• Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (“APEC”) NonBinding Investment Principles; and
• Association of Southeast Asian Nation (“ASEAN”)
Framework Agreement on the ASEAN Investment Area.
While investment treaties differ in their specific terms, there
are certain core provisions that are common to most of them.
The following are core commitments that host countries and
foreign investors tend to agree to:
• Fair and equitable treatment/ minimum standard of treatment;
• Full protection and security;
• Compensation in case of direct or indirect expropriation;
• National treatment (treatment no less favorable than that
given to domestic investors);
• Most-favored nation treatment (treatment no less favorable
than that given to investors from other countries);
• Freedom from “performance requirements” as a condition
of entry or operation (e.g., requirements to transfer technology, to export a portion of production, or to purchase inputs
domestically);
• Free transfer of capital;
• A blanket obligation, or “umbrella clause,” to respect any legal
or contractual obligations it may have to the investor; and
• The right to bring arbitration claims against the host
country.33
A number of the these protections afforded investors
in investment law, as well as certain aspects of international
investment arbitration, have at times created tensions and conflicts for attainment of sustainable development. The next section
analyzes the challenges posed by these rights that directly affect
implementation of sustainable development policies and principles.

Investment Law and Arbitration: Challenges
to Sustainable Development
Fair and Equitable Treatment/Minimum Standard
of Treatment
The fair and equitable treatment provision is as prominent
as it is controversial in investment agreements. It has been called
a “catch-all” clause, not only because of its breadth but also
because it has often been invoked as the basis of claims where
expropriation, non-discrimination, and other claims could not
fairly be advanced.34 Its broad and opaque language has resulted
arbitral tribunals rendering differing interpretations of its scope
and applicability.35
One example of an interpretation applying a strict, high
standard for host countries can be found in Tecmed vs. Mexico.36
There, the arbitral panel stated that a host country must conduct
itself in such a manner as to “not affect the basic expectations
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that were taken into account by the foreign investor to make the
investment” and that is consistent, “free from ambiguity[,] and
totally transparent.”37 On the other hand, various panels appear
to have endorsed a somewhat different standard for this concept.
UNCITRAL opined that the standard should not be applied in a
way that imposes “inappropriate and unrealistic” obligations on
the host country, and that investor expectations should be reasonable and legitimate “in light of the circumstances prevailing
in the host country.”38
From a sustainable development perspective, the fair and
equitable treatment clause and the decisions interpreting it have
created uncertainty about how states should apply the concept
and about what would be the outcome of a potential arbitral
claim. Indeed, states fear that the clause “could act as a black box
within which [investment agreements] might contain unwanted
surprises.”39 To the extent a more strict, Tecmed-like standard
applies, developing countries might not have the financial,
technical, and human resources to comply since their regulatory
regimes are, essentially, works-in-progress.40 Furthermore, the
true worry is that the specter of a hefty arbitral award against
it might have a chilling effect on the healthy evolution of that
country’s regulatory evolution — particularly to the extent it
seeks to protect environmental and other similar values in the
public interest.41
Some progress has been made in addressing these concerns
regarding the fair and equitable treatment clause. For example,
several countries have chosen not to include the clause at all,
as exemplified in the investment chapter of the trade agreement
between Singapore and India.42 Others have sought to align
its interpretation with that of the customary international law
“minimum standard” for the treatment of aliens, which sets a
basic floor for country conduct.43 Unfortunately, these measures
have hardly served to add true clarity and certainty to the matter.
Therefore, the challenges for host countries — and for sustainable development — continue as there is no definite framework
to guide their conduct.

Expropriation
States may legally take possession and ownership of
property lying within their jurisdiction under certain circumstances.44 Historically, the taking of an investor’s property by
a host country was one of the main reasons for the creation of
protective investment regimes.45 The central issue in these cases
is whether the state has “expropriated” the property such that it
must compensate the investor for the taking.46
Although some investment treaties do not make this distinction,
expropriations can be classified as “direct” and “indirect.”47
Direct expropriation takes the form of a physical taking of ownership of property (such as the nationalization of a company by
a state), whereas indirect (including regulatory) expropriation,
usually referring to a state’s interference in one’s enjoyment
of the benefits of property even without a physical taking, is a
more complex and elusive concept.48 The definition and scope
of indirect expropriation is important to achievement of sustainable development. Thus, where the state engages in regulatory
Sustainable Development Law & Policy

activity to protect the environment or the public welfare, that
state may well implement its laws much more restrictively under
a broad definition of indirect expropriation.49 That is, the threat
and expense of an expropriation could diminish the political will
of the state to regulate assertively.50
Tribunals have applied different methods in analyzing the
applicability of the indirect expropriation concept. For example,
the “sole effect” approach looks at the end result of the government’s measure on the investor and not at the purpose for which
the measure was intended.51 An example of this approach can be
found in the case Waste Management v. United Mexican States,52
where the arbitral tribunal rejected a claim of expropriation by
a waste disposal services company based on the reasoning that
the “effect” of governmental action was not to cause an indirect
expropriation.53 Notwithstanding that particular outcome, however, it could be problematic from a sustainable development
standpoint to have a test that does not allow consideration of a
governmental purpose for expropriation, which could include
environmental regulation.54 Thus circumstances where the “sole
effect” test is applied can constrict a government’s ability to promote beneficial environmental regulation.
The “purpose” or “proportionality” approach requires a
comparison of the benefits of a government’s expropriation
action with the negative impact, or burden, on the investor.
For example, in the Tecmed case, the tribunal determined that
purpose of a governmental denial of a hazardous waste facility license (which was ostensibly for environmental protection
purposes but was actually due to social and political pressures)
outweighed the burden on the investor, and ordered Tecmed
to completely shut down the plant.55 This is in contrast with
Metalclad Corporation v. United Mexican States, where the arbitral tribunal found that Mexico had, through the environmental
regulatory acts of a local municipality, effectively expropriated
the property of a U.S. investor that had secured all required permits from Mexican federal authorities to construct and operate
a hazardous waste facility.56 Ironically, although the parties all
agreed that the “purposes” test would apply, the tribunal completely ignored this mutual agreement, stating that it “need not
decide or consider the motivation or intent of the adoption of the
Ecological Decree.”57
Another concept that may come into play in regulatory
expropriation cases is that of “police powers.” In Methanex v.
United States, an executive order by the governor of California
required that gasoline additive methyl tertiary butyl ether
(“MTBE”) be removed from gasoline by the end of 2002.58
Methanex was the Canadian parent of a U.S. subsidiary and a
producer of MTBE.59 Methanex commenced an arbitration proceeding against the United States on July 2, 1999, charging that
this order and related measures were tantamount to an expropriation of that investment under Article 1110 of NAFTA.60 The
tribunal rejected Methanex’s claim and provided the following
explanation:
[A]s a matter of general international law, a nondiscriminatory regulation for a public purpose, which
is enacted in accordance with due process and, which
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affects, inter alia, a foreign investor or investment is not
deemed expropriatory and compensable unless specific
commitments had been given by the regulating government to the then putative foreign investor contemplating
investment that the government would refrain from
such regulation.61
Thus, the police powers “carve-out” holds some promise
as a basis for defending sustainable development regulatory
measures.62 However, much of the implementation of this carveout depends on the nature of the facts and the government’s
approach to regulation. Obviously, sound policies that are fairly
applied are more likely to yield positive results in the event of
a challenge. These would be particularly important elements,
given the relatively difficult task of defining what is an indirect
expropriation.
It is worth noting that some countries have restricted the
scope of this concept and provided factors to be considered in
determining the existence of indirect expropriation. Prominent
examples are the Canadian and American Model Acts; the 2009
ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement); the 2007
Investment Agreement for the COMESA Common Investment
Area (“COMESA CCIA”); the 2008 Austrian Model Investment
Treaty and subsequent treaties that have imitated them.63 These
are examples that not only improve the law generally, but reflect
some willingness on the part of states to provide at least for the
possibility of progressive sustainable development measures.

National Treatment
At first blush, the national treatment obligation for host
countries to treat domestic and foreign investors the same seems
rather simple and direct. A typical example is Article 3 of the
2004 U.S. Model Bilateral Investment Treaty:
Article 3: National Treatment
1. Each Party shall accord to investors of the other
Party treatment no less favorable than that it accords,
in like circumstances, to its own investors with respect
to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, conduct, operation, and sale or other disposition
of investments in its territory.64
This non-discrimination provision, however, is more
complex than might appear. Among other things, the determination of what are “like circumstances” can vary. Such a
determination is important because it directly bears on how free
governments are to differentiate between foreign and domestic
entities.65 For example, a broad interpretation of the term allows
a tribunal to consider the circumstances of more foreign and
domestic investors to be “like,” and thus captures a broader variety
of regulations with which to take issue.66 This broad interpretation, however, would limit a state’s ability to apply different
rules to foreign companies — perhaps even if the difference is
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grounded in a legitimate public purpose.67 Thus, some commentators have expressed the concern that:
[A] distinct leaning towards expansive interpretations
has been detected within the reasoning of arbitral
awards in investor-State disputes, the effect of which
is to create standards of protection that go well beyond
shielding investors from arbitrary or bad conduct,
and instead operate as a form of insurance against the
impact of future legitimate public welfare regulation.68

relevant reservations and limitations in their treaties. This
includes such approaches as placing exceptions allowing more
favorable treatment for certain persons, groups, or industries.77
The potential benefit of this approach is that the deliberative
process for consideration of it would be open and democratic —
more so than an arbitral proceeding,78 thus providing opportunities for public participation and advocacy — again, more so than
exists in an arbitral proceeding.

In the arbitral partial award of S.D. Myers, Inc. v. Canada,
the tribunal observed that the “phrase ‘like circumstances’ is
open to a wide variety of interpretations in the abstract and in
the context of a particular dispute.”69 There, the tribunal found
that Canada had violated its national treatment obligations under
the investment chapter of NAFTA (or “Article 1102”) when it
made certain decisions purportedly to protect the environment.70
The American company claimant, SDMI, had established a subsidiary in Canada to export a certain hazardous waste product
(“PCBs”) into the United States for remediation at its Ohio
facilities.71 SDMI enjoyed a competitive advantage over both
American and Canadian competition because of its low prices
and expertise.72
Although the tribunal’s decision in favor of the American
investor was disappointing to environmentalists, the case may
have a few positive features. The tribunal was fully willing to
consider a wide range of pertinent elements and policies —
including a favorable embrace of the NAFTA environmental
“side agreement” and other relevant environmental measures
— and not merely a more narrow range of just commercial
considerations.73 Even in the absence of a stare decisis principle
in arbitration, the tribunal’s willingness to acknowledge such a
range of considerations should be noted for further efforts to
encourage greater awareness and inclusion of such an approach
in future arbitral deliberations.74
Additionally, one should consider other factors that may
have tipped the balance in favor of the investor, such as the
dealings between the principal Canadian competitor and the
Canadian government as well as the particular way the government handled this matter.75 Looking at those facts, one could
reasonably query whether the tribunal members may have discerned some impropriety — or perhaps even collusive behavior
that suggested discrimination. Canada, in fact, may have come
within the prescription of Pope & Talbot v. Canada, which stated
that a government’s differential treatment violates its national
treatment obligation, unless it established a rational nexus
between this treatment and government policies that do not discriminate between foreign or domestic companies or violate the
spirit and objectives of NAFTA.76
The point for consideration here is whether some aspects
of S.D. Myers provide any insight in its analysis that, on a more
favorable set of facts and circumstances, a court might yield a
decision more supportive of sustainable development. In light
of some of the difficulties inherent in the analysis of national
treatment provisions, some countries have specifically inserted

Like national treatment, most-favored nation (“MFN”)
treatment is a non-discrimination obligation, although a MFN
obligation applies to prevent more favorable treatment to other
foreign states and their investors. This is an example of such a
provision taken from the investment chapter (“Chapter 10”) of
the Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free
Trade Agreement:
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Most-Favored Nation Treatment

Article 10.4: Most-Favored-Nation Treatment
1. Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party
treatment no less favorable than that it accords, in like
circumstances, to investors of any other Party or of any
non-Party with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, conduct, operation, and
sale or other disposition of investments in its territory.79
Like national treatment, the “like circumstances” language
in the MFN obligation not only provides a qualifying effect but
also introduces interpretive challenges. One of the most recent
challenges in the MFN investment area is the phenomenon
whereby investors may seek to “import” rights against host
states based on other investment treaties.80 Perhaps the bestknown case is Maffezini v. Spain, in which the tribunal allowed
an Argentinean investor claimant, based on the MFN clause of
the Spain-Argentina BIT, to avail himself of dispute resolution
provision of the Spain-Chile BIT.81 The Maffezini decision,
as well as others like it, has been the source of some concern.
This practice of “cherry-picking” arbitration rights is seen by
some as distorting the treaty negotiation process and introducing
much greater uncertainty in the obligations host countries owe to
investors.82 For this reason, a number of tribunals have rejected
investor requests for similar treatment.83 Some states have taken
steps to preclude the practice, in some instances by excluding MFN clauses entirely, and in others by drafting in specific
exceptions or limitations.84

Performance Requirements
Host countries attach performance requirements as a
pre-condition to a business’s establishment, operation, or enjoyment of an opportunity or privilege to invest in a host state.
Performance requirements can also be offered as significant
incentives rather than as mandatory obligations.85 They may
relate to sales, production, percentage of ownership by host
nationals, transfer of technology, domestic purchases, local
hiring, etc.86 Structurally, investment treaties take varying
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approaches to incorporating performance requirements, such as
not mentioning them in some instances or specifically addressing
them in others.87 While most treaties do not mention this topic,
member states of the World Trade Organization (WTO) do
include performance requirements and are limited by the structures that the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Investment
Measures (TRIMS) imposes on a number of types of performance requirements.88
Notwithstanding TRIMS, states have the legal right to strike
a wide range of bargains, such as affirming the applicability of
TRIMS, rejecting some or all of its strictures, or even adding to
them.89 From a sustainable development perspective, a state that
preserved its right in an investment treaty to require the transfer
of technology can avail itself of the kinds of environmental technology that would accelerate its progress in attaining sustainable
development goals.90 This perspective also applies to various
other relevant standards, such as those concerning research and
development.91

Umbrella Clauses, Stabilization Clauses,
and Their Interplay
To understand the umbrella clause, it is useful to pose this
question: can an investor, in arbitration proceedings brought
based on the terms of an investment treaty, also make claims
for violations of a specific investment contract? The following is
an example of an umbrella clause, taken from the US-Argentina
Treaty: “Each Party shall observe any obligation it may have
entered into with regard to investments.”92
Tribunals have answered the question in various ways, ranging from limited acceptance of the right to make a contract claim
only upon clear and convincing evidence of mutual consent in the
contract to do so, to a broader acceptance of the of the contract
claim itself as transformed into a treaty claim.93 Importantly,
however an umbrella clause may come to be included in treaty
arbitration, it may have considerable implications.94 An umbrella
clause provides an investor the estimable machinery of international investment arbitration to enforce contract claims, which
might themselves obligate the state under a range of domestic
legislative, contractual, and treaty measures.95 This can cut both
ways for sustainable development purposes. Whether such a
clause expands or contracts the public space available for a state
to promote sustainable development depends directly on what
obligations and duties are incorporated through that clause.
Stabilization clauses in investment contracts may (1)
“freeze” the law of a host state throughout the duration of a contract;
(2) provide for “economic equilibrium” by requiring investors to
comply with new laws, but providing compensation for compliance costs; or (3) include some “hybrid” form of the first two.96
Obviously, such a clause could thwart the evolution of environmental and other sustainable development regulations. Further,
in regard to actual treaty rights, stabilization clauses could
alter or diminish the police powers of the state to regulate and
help frame, and thus weaken, the “legitimate expectations” that
undergird the fair and equitable treatment obligation.97 Finally,
the combination of umbrella and stabilization clauses poses a
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particular concern for any true progress in achieving sustainable
development.

International Investment Arbitration
International investment arbitration is crucial to investment
treaty and contract regimes, as arbitral tribunals resolve disputes
and questions between states and investors about the applicability of those investment measures. Given the significant nature of
the kinds of projects involved, their interrelation with the governance of the host countries involved, as well as the numerous
challenges posed to efficacious interpretation of treaty provisions as discussed herein, one can begin to appreciate the gravity
of the tasks placed before the arbitrators in these disputes.
Notwithstanding the challenges that inhere in the investment treaties and contracts themselves, international investment
arbitration itself has given rise to significant questions and controversies. The following list identifies major areas of concern
and criticism, particularly as raised by advocates in the environmental and human rights communities:
• Exclusion of preliminary requirements to exhaust local
remedies, while avoiding potential problems of unfairness
to the investor, diminishes valuable opportunities for the
development and nurturing of legal institutions and the rule
of law, particularly in developing countries;98
• Arbitrators may have “perverse incentives’ to encourage
arbitrations and conflicts of interest that compromise their
judgments and decisions;
• They may be tempted to encourage investor claims, for
example, by deciding overwhelmingly in favor of investors
or by broadly interpreting their jurisdiction to make claims;
• They often serve as arbitrators in some cases and legal
counsel in other cases (and their law firms may specialize in
arbitration matters)99
• The parties to the arbitration typically each choose one
arbitrator, raising questions about arbitrator impartiality and
independence;100
• The mechanisms for choosing arbitrators has resulted in an
elite and narrow coterie of persons, and the lack of diversity
— whether of gender, ethnicity, geography, culture, ideology
or race — impairs their ability to decide cases properly and
justly in an increasingly complex world with increasingly
myriad stakeholders in the outcome of arbitral cases;101
• There are limited mechanisms for challenging arbitral awards,
and often
errors of law or fact cannot be corrected;102
• Arbitral decisions can be highly inconsistent, and there is no
binding rule of precedent or meaningful appeals process to
lend consistency to them;103
• Access to information about arbitrations is typically limited,
and much information is unavailable to the public;104
• Public participation in arbitrations is very limited, usually
being confined to the acceptance of amicus curiae briefs by
outside parties. The limitation is most consequential where a
host state lacks the political will to act properly in the public
interest, yields to the often-superior “bargaining power” of a
more powerful state or company, or is simply corrupt.105
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While this list does not purport to be exhaustive, it provides
a sense of the tone of the growing debate about the nature and
effects of international arbitration. Advocates of sustainable
development and other causes seeking social and economic
justice are active participants in that debate.

Conclusion
The Corporate Sustainability Forum is being held in
conjunction with Rio+20, and its objectives are to strengthen the
business contribution to sustainable development globally —
seeking to bring greater scale to responsible business practices,
to advance and diffuse sustainable innovation, and to stimulate
broader collaboration between companies, governments, civil
society and the UN.106

This article has discussed the dynamics between sustainable
development and international investment law and arbitration.
Modern phenomena, including the powerful march of economic
globalization, have vested international law and arbitration with
unprecedented power to affect and shape international development. If that development is to be “sustainable,” it will not happen by accident, or by continued isolation of the stakeholders
in their own worlds, but through concerted, collaborative action
by all affected interests. Beginning with participation in the
Corporate Sustainability Forum, and continuing into Rio+20,
those responsible for the creation and implementation of these
investment institutions should grasp this special opportunity to
address and overcome challenges, including those presented in
this article.
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Sustainable Development and the Legal
Protection of the Environment in Europe
by Luis A. Avilés*

S

ustainable development has gained considerable
attention from environmental and supranational organizations, including the United Nations and the European
Union (“EU”), since the concept was first discussed in the mid
1970s1 and then defined by the United Nations as “development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”2 Environmentalists hoped for a shift in policy and lawmaking that would
balance present and future needs by accounting for environmental
externalities resulting from economic development.3 They also
hoped that the concept of sustainable development would spawn
legal rules and principles that would resolve legal disputes without
sacrificing the interests of either the environment or development.4
This hope has yet to materialize and environmentalists now think
sustainable development has become a euphemism for naked
development.5 This article traces the adoption of sustainable
development principles by the United Nations in the 1992 Rio
Declaration and by the European Community and the European
Union. Specifically, the article analyzes the concept of sustainable development under the primary and secondary law along
with its treatment in the Court of Justice of the European Union
(“CJEU”). The review illustrates that sustainable development
has become a general principle in the European legal order,
incorporated into the field of environmental protection via a set
of sub-principles. The European legislature and the CJEU could
further strengthen these principles by striking a balance between
economic development and environmental protection, the dual
underpinnings of sustainable development.

Sustainable Development:
From Stockholm 1972 to Rio 1992
Sustainable development has eluded concrete definition
since its inception. Nonetheless, its importance is evident from
its inclusion by the United Nations in the Stockholm Declaration
on the Human Environment and in the establishment of the World
Commission on Environment and Development (“CED”).6 In
1987, the CED issued a report entitled Our Common Future
(also known as the “Brundtland Report”), recommending
“sustainable development” as a perspective for addressing the
relationship between economic development, the environment,
and the divide between rich and poor countries.7 Under this
definition,8 the report identified two key priorities in making
sustainable development decisions: assuring the needs of the
poor9 and protecting natural resources to ensure present and
future growth of civilization and technology.10
The United Nations 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development clarified the two priorities of sustainable
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development. The Declaration proclaimed twenty-seven principles in the hope of forming an “equitable global partnership”
among international stakeholders.11 The first four principles are
of particular importance in defining sustainable development:
Principle 1: Human beings are at the centre of concerns for
sustainable development. They are entitled to a healthy and
productive life in harmony with nature.12
Principle 2: States have, in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations and the principles of international law,
the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant
to their own environmental and developmental policies,
and the responsibility to ensure that activities within their
jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction.13
Principle 3: The right to development must be fulfilled so as
to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs
of present and future generations.14
Principle 4: In order to achieve sustainable development,
environmental protection shall constitute an integral part
of the development process and cannot be considered in
isolation from it.15
In Principle 1, the word “entitled” could be understood as
part of the State’s duty or positive obligation to protect the human
right to health and life. Principle 2 articulates a “good neighbor
policy,” recognizing the State’s sovereign right to exploit its
natural resources, while also imposing a responsibility to ensure
that this exploitation does not damage other States. Principle 3
limits the State’s development right with an inter-generational
equitable duty to balance current needs with the needs of future
generations. Finally, Principle 4 integrates environmental
protection and development into a single process, insinuating
the necessity for environmental regulation at all steps — from
planning to execution — in the development process.
The Community of Nations’ announcement of these principles led to immense debate16 among policy makers considering
international cooperation, human rights, trade, economics,17 and
urban and strategic planning.18 As a result, policy makers have
been unsuccessful in adopting sustainable development principles, even when balancing development and environmental
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concerns appears logical.19 Translating ideology into practice is
not an easy task.20

Sustainable Development: Policy Goal,
Legal Principle, or Legal Rule?
Any modern discussion about the difference between legal
rules and legal principles ought to consider the ideas of legal
philosopher Ronald Dworkin. According to Dworkin, rules
are “applicable in an all-or-nothing fashion”21 while principles
have “the dimension of weight or importance.”22 Furthermore,
a principle is “a standard to be observed, not because it will
advance or secure an economic, political, or social situation, but
because it is a requirement of justice or fairness or some other
dimension of morality.”23 Judges use legal principles to justify
their reasoning when deciding a case and these principles are
always weighed against other principles.24 Policy, on the other
hand is a “kind of standard that sets out the goals to be reached,
generally an improvement in some economic, political, or social
feature of the community.”25 While courts use legal principals to
weigh their decisions, the development of policies is the realm
of legislatures and government agencies. Unfortunately, legal
observers frequently intermingle principles and policies, resulting in confusion of the two terms.
Discussion about the “vagueness” of sustainable development
and its inability to produce tangible results has been attributed
to: 1) failure to strike a concrete balance among principles
and policies when applied to actual situations, and 2) the
difficulty of deriving legal norms or legal rules that create duties
or obligations subject to review by courts.26 Regarding the first
observation, author J.B. Ruhl rejects the either-or dichotomy
between developers (whom he calls “resourcists”) and environmentalists arguing that a third variable, social equity must
be included in the sustainable development decision process.27
Social Equity, both in its geographic (local to global) and time
(intra-generational and inter-generational) dimensions This third
consideration is necessary to balance development with environmental concerns.28 Hans Vedder, a frequent commentator on EU
environmental law, notes that while “[e]nvironmental protection
and sustainable development continue to occupy a prominent
place in the objectives of the European Union . . . , [a]n issue that
remains unresolved is the exact weight to be given to the various
objectives where they are at odds with each other.”29
Regarding the second observation, some scholars theorize
that the integration of sustainable development and the legal
system may result in three types of legal roles.30 These roles are:
1) a standard of behavior, 2) a guiding principle that decisionmakers must rely on when making decisions, and 3) a general
framework under which to interpret a given law.31 Most of the
legislation aimed at achieving sustainable development utilizes
the second and third roles. The main issue with making sustainable development a legal standard of behavior involves the
difficulty of defining the parameters of legal behavior. As Ruhl
observed, sustainable development is a balance of economic,
environmental, and equity considerations.32 However, there
is no widely accepted scientific model that can formulate a
30

standardized equation from such a multiplicity of interconnected
variables whose informational quality varies considerably.33
Another author, John Gillroy, notes that, although sustainable development is recognized as a general principle of
international law, it has little relevance in the resolution of
international disputes. 34 To resolve a legal dispute, a legal
principal must be recognized and capable of generating rules.35
However, the legal principal of sustainable development is not
capable of generating rules because it remains a collection of
competing sub-principals.36 According to Gillroy, instead, the
legal principle of sustainable development is a meta-principle
of law comprised of four substantive and four procedural
sub-principles that are sometimes at odds with each other. The
four substantive principles are: 1) prevention, 2) precaution,
3) the right to equitable development, and 4) the right to use
internal resources so as not to harm other states.37 Gillroy’s
four procedural principles are: 1) integration of environment
and development, 2) concern for future generations and their
welfare, 3) a common but differentiated responsibility, and 4)
the polluter-pays.38 Gillroy argues that the frequent conflict
between and among the procedural and substantive principles
inhibits the meta-principal of sustainable development from
generating legal rules that courts may use to resolve legal
disputes. 39 This is because the principles themselves are
fundamentally unclear as to which should bear greater weight
on a conceptual or legal scale. For instance, if precaution
against environmental harm and prevention of environmental
degradation are of critical importance, do these principles then
place legal limits on a State’s right to develop or use its internal
resources? Or, if preservation for future generations is seen as
the end goal of sustainable development, should there be any
limitation on the polluter-pays principle or the idea that development and environmental interests can ever be integrated?
These questions simply highlight the ambiguity inherent in
the current state of sustainable development’s definitional and
legal evolution.
Given these ambiguous, and often conflicting, principles,
is it fair to draw the same conclusion when the legal principle of sustainable development is applied to the resolution of
disputes in a supranational court such as the Court of Justice
of the European Union (“ECJ”)? The next section of the article
considers how the ECJ has articulated the elusive principle of
sustainable development when resolving disputes under various
EU treaties.

European Union’s Commitment
to Sustainable Development
The tumultuous evolution of environmental protection
within the EU began in the 1970s with the European
Commission’s (“Commission”) “First Communication on
Environmental Policy.”40 In this policy report, the issue of
whether environmental problems should be addressed at the
State or community level was put forward with Member States
eventually agreeing to adopt community legislative measures.41
Just a year after the 1987 release of the Brundtland Report, the
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European Council began to shift its focus from environmental
protection alone by considering additional issues related to
sustainable development.42 However, almost a decade passed
before the European Community incorporated sustainable development into law when the Treaty of Amsterdam promulgated
the concept as an objective43 by including the principle of a
“balanced and sustainable development.”44 However, the Treaty
of Amsterdam referred to sustainable development as a “general
principle” but did not provide a definition of the concept.45
Despite the lack of definition, a principle of environmental
protection emerged because of the Treaty’s focus on careful
usage of natural resources.46 The purpose was to balance the
economic and environmental interests of present and future
generations.47 Additionally, the European Community incorporated a “high level of protection and improvement of the quality
of the environment” as an objective of the Treaty.48
Pursuing the theme of sustainable development under the
1992 Rio Agenda, EU institutions commenced an aggressive
legislative program49 based on the Fifth Environmental Program
in 1998, which aimed to “review []the European Community
programme of policy and action in relation to the environment
and sustainable development ‘towards sustainability.’”50 Despite
high hopes for this program, the European Commission reported
that little progress had been achieved since 1992.51 However, the
review found that the EU did change its focus on development
from “environmental protection” to “environmental sustainability” by shifting its attention from the negative environmental
impacts of using natural resources to long-range planning for
sustainable use of natural resources.52
Following this trend, the Commission unveiled its Sixth
Environmental Action Program (“6EAP”) a few months
before issuing the EU Rio+10 report, emphasizing the concept
of “environmental sustainability” rather than “sustainable development.”53 The 6EAP encouraged the use of the “integration
principle” proposed in Article 11 of the Treaty on the Functioning
of the European Union (TFEU)54 to incorporate the EU’s environmental goals into the secondary legislation.55 The 6EAP
also emphasized transparency in its encouraging the public to
participate in decisions effecting the environment and promoting
access to environmental information.56 However, a recent report
from the European Institute for Environmental Policy draws less
than optimistic conclusions on the achievements and future of
the 6EAP, indicating that political forces at the Member State
level may be to blame for the lack of paradigmatic changes
to the legal protection of the environment since the Rio+10
report.57 Most problematic is the delay in implementation of the
“Thematic Strategies” that target environmental goals related to
air, marine life, waste management, urban development, natural
resources, pesticide usage, and soil.58
Currently, Article 3(3) of the Treaty on the European Union
(“TEU”)59 mandates the establishment of an internal market
based on the “sustainable development of Europe” based on three
objectives: 1) balanced economic growth and price stability, 2)
a highly competitive social market economy aimed at achieving full employment and social progress, and 3) “a high level
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of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment.”60 Thus, the historical objective of the EU — the creation
of an internal market — must be accomplished incorporating
sustainable development’s principles of balancing economic
growth in a social market economy with a high level of environmental protection. This goal marks a paradigm shift from the
ordoliberal principles underlying the original Treaty of Rome.61
Additionally, Article 3(3) defines sustainable development in the
EU context by outlining the three objectives described above.62
Article 3(3) echoes the Rio 1992 Declaration, emphasizing the
conviction that a pursuit of a sustainable development strategy
will work to eradicate world poverty and manage the world’s
natural resources.63
However, sustainable development is not only the paradigm
for the internal market. Article 3(5) of the TEU requires the
EU to contribute to “the sustainable development of the Earth”
through its international relationships.64 Additionally, Article
21(2) of the TEU mandates EU States to “foster the sustainable
economic, social, and environmental development of developing countries, with the primary aim of eradicating poverty.”65
Furthermore, sustainable development must be ensured using
international cooperation to “preserve and improve the quality
of the environment and the sustainable management of global
natural resources.”66
Article 6(1) of the TEU incorporates into law a recognition
of “the rights, freedoms and principles of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union . . . which shall have
the same legal value as the Treaties.”67 Article 37 of the Charter
provides that “[a] high level of environmental protection and the
improvement of the quality of the environment must be integrated into the policies of the Union and ensured in accordance
with the principle of sustainable development.”68 This principle,
now integrated into EU law, is similar to Gillroy’s sub-principle
mandating a high level of environmental protection.69
The integration clause of Article 11 of the TEU provides
a framework under which EU institutions may pursue compliance with Gillroy’s procedural sub-principle of integration of
the environment and development.70 This clause requires the
integration of environmental protections into EU polices and
activities to promote sustainable development. 71 The Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union provides specific
guidance on the environmental objectives of these policies and
activities.72 Article 191(1) of the TFEU identifies the following
objectives:
preserving, protecting and improving the quality of
the environment, protecting human health, prudent
and rational utilisation of natural resources, promoting
measures at international [sic] level to deal with
regional or worldwide environmental problems, and in
particular combating climate change.73
Article 192(2) TFEU establishes that “a high level of
[environmental] protection” will be achieved by “taking into
account the diversity of situations in the various regions of
the Union. It shall be based on the precautionary principle
and on the principles that preventive action should be taken,
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that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at
source and that the polluter should pay.”74 Thus the “high level
of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment” principle that defines the sustainable development of the
EU’s internal market in accordance with Article 3(3) TEU, must
incorporate the: precautionary principle,75 the source principle,
the polluter pays principle, the prevention principle, and the
safeguard clause. Any EU policy must integrate elements that
correspond to the high level protection envisioned by the protection principle as shaped by its corresponding sub-principles.
Otherwise, the policy and the secondary legislation that articulates it, infringe the Treaties.
A host of secondary legislation issued as Directives
to Members States has also incorporated the objective of
sustainable development.76 One directive, the Water Framework
Directive (“WFD”), incorporates the “river basin approach” to
environmental water management and attempts to integrate a
multi-sided sustainable development approach in its structure.77
Commentators applaud such an approach to secondary legislation, while continuing to criticize the apparent lack of political
will from Member States to speedily embrace such legislation.78
The European Union’s sustainable development mandate
is not only limited to the European arena; it is also part of its
international agenda.79 In addition to the EU efforts, individual
Member States have attempted to incorporate sustainable development into their domestic legal systems. The United Kingdom,
for example, has incorporated the concept into urban planning.80
Sustainable development continues to elude environmental
lawyers who operate in a command-and-control regulatory
system that already affords effective legal protection to the
victims of environmental harms.81 While sustainable development
is part of the EU primary and secondary law, legal tribunals must
still weigh the concept’s role when deciding disputes where the
EU objectives of economic development, social development,
and environmental protection clash. Thus, we must consider how
the ECJ has articulated the legal principle of sustainable development in the resolution of these disputes under the Treaties.

The ECJ and the Principle
of Sustainable Development
The ECJ has not shied from discussing sustainable development principles in its decisions.82 Of all principles addressed in
the ECJ, the principle of assuring a high level of environmental
protection is the most integral to the implementation of sustainable development in the EU.83 The ECJ has even pronounced
this principle in cases where the relevant treaties were quiet on
the issue. In the Danish Bottles case,84 for example, the ECJ
declared that the Member States may limit the free movement of
goods under the Cassis de Dijon85 doctrine if it is necessary to
protect the environment.86
Two recent cases also demonstrate the ECJ’s approach
toward the interplay between the polluter pays principle, the
prevention principle, and the precautionary principle. In the
Grand Chamber decision of Raffinerie Meditarranee,87 the
Court interpreted the polluter pays principle under Directive
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2004/35/EC, which outlined the environmental liability surrounding the prevention and remedying of environmental damage.88 There, the Italian court imposed penalties on the polluter
parties that required remedial action beyond that established
under the consultative process of the Directive.89 The remedial
action was implemented “without that authority having carried
out any assessment, before imposing those measures, of the
costs and advantages of the changes contemplated from an economic, environmental or health point of view.”90 In addition, the
Court issued preventive orders to parties whose lands were not
polluted or had been decontaminated before the effective date
of the Directive.91 These measures afforded a higher level of
environmental protection than the one required by the Directive,
a stretch, but not prohibited by a literal reading of Article 193 of
the TFEU.92 The Court further held that the polluter pays principle could be incorporated into even more protective national
measures:
Articles 7 and 11(4) of Directive 2004/35, in conjunction
with Annex II to the directive, must be interpreted as
permitting the competent authority to alter substantially
measures for remedying environmental damage which
were chosen at the conclusion of a procedure carried
out on a consultative basis with the operators concerned
and which have already been implemented or begun
to be put into effect. However, in order to adopt such
a decision, that authority:
– is required to give the operators on whom such
measures are imposed the opportunity to be heard,
except where the urgency of the environmental
situation requires immediate action on the part of the
competent authority;
– is also required to invite, inter alia, the persons
on whose land those measures are to be carried out
to submit their observations and to take them into
account; and
– must take account of the criteria set out in Section
1.3.1 of Annex II to Directive 2004/35 and state in
its decision the grounds on which its choice is based,
and, where appropriate, the grounds which justify the
fact that there was no need for a detailed examination
in the light of those criteria or that it was not possible
to carry out such an examination due, for example,
to the urgency of the environmental situation.93
Under this precedent, national authorities could impose
a higher level of protection than originally devised under the
Directive, provided they give the relevant parties the opportunity
to be heard, invite the participation and comments of adjacent
landowners, and the national measure is grounded in the need
for urgent preventative action. The orders against the landowners whose lands were not polluted also validates the measures
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under the precautionary principle and the general principle of
proportionality:

Regarding the precautionary principle, the Court in Afton
prescribed its application as follows:

Directive 2004/35 does not preclude national legislation
which permits the competent authority to make the
exercise by operators at whom environmental recovery
measures are directed of the right to use their land
subject to the condition that they carry out the works
required by the authority, even though that land is not
affected by those measures because it has already been
decontaminated or has never been polluted. However,
such a measure must be justified by the objective of preventing a deterioration of the environmental situation in
the area in which those measures are implemented or,
pursuant to the precautionary principle, by the objective
of preventing the occurrence or resurgence of further
environmental damage on the land belonging to the
operators which is adjacent to the whole shoreline at
which those remedial measures are directed.”94

A correct application of the precautionary principle
presupposes, first, identification of the potentially negative consequences for health of the proposed use of
[Methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl
(“MMT”)] and, secondly, a comprehensive assessment
of the risk to health based on the most reliable scientific
data available and the most recent results of international
research . . . [w]here it proves to be impossible to determine with certainty the existence or extent of the alleged
risk because of the insufficiency, inconclusiveness or
imprecision of the results of studies conducted, but the
likelihood of real harm to public health persists should
the risk materialise, the precautionary principle justifies
the adoption of restrictive measures, provided they are
non-discriminatory and objective (see Commission
v France, paragraph 93 and case-law there cited) In
those circumstances, it must be acknowledged that the
European Union legislature may, under the precautionary
principle, take protective measures without having to
wait for the reality and the seriousness of those risks to
be fully demonstrated.98

In a second case decided the same year, Afton Chemical
Limited,95 the ECJ affirmed the level of judicial review to be
applied to institutional actions relying on complex environmental
issues while further clarifying the role of the precautionary
principle under European legislation. Afton, a chemical company was seeking to invalidate the limits imposed by Directive
2009/30 to the additive MMT on grounds of the precautionary
principle, pending a full assessment of its health and environmental impacts.96 Regarding judicial review, the ECJ affirmed that:
[I]n an area of evolving and complex technology . . .
the European Union legislature has a broad discretion,
in particular as to the assessment of highly complex
scientific and technical facts in order to determine
the nature and scope of the measures which it adopts,
whereas review by the Community judicature has to be
limited to verifying whether the exercise of such powers
has been vitiated by a manifest error of appraisal or a
misuse of powers, or whether the legislature has manifestly exceeded the limits of its discretion. In such a
context, the Community judicature cannot substitute its
assessment of scientific and technical facts for that of
the legislature on which the Treaty has placed that task.
***
However, even though such judicial review is of limited
scope, it requires that the Community institutions [that]
have adopted the act in question must be able to show
before the Court that in adopting the act they actually
exercised their discretion, which presupposes the taking
into consideration of all the relevant factors and circumstances of the situation the act was intended to regulate.97
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Ultimately, the Court held that the temporary restrictions
on MMT additives in combustion fuels, pending a full scientific
assessment, was objective and non-discriminatory and, therefore, a proper use of the precautionary principle.99

Conclusion
The acquis communitaire demonstrates that the principle
of sustainable development occupies a privileged position in
the European legal order. The principle is a foundation of the
EU Treaty, encompassing sub-principles — the precautionary
principle, the source principle, the polluter pays principle, and
the prevention principle — and promoting a balanced growth
imperative via the safeguard clause of Article 192 TFEU. 100
European institutions have incorporated these principles in the
secondary legislation of the EU and the Court of Justice of the
European Union has commenced the long process of embroidering these principles into the legal fabric of the EU.
Even though the Court of Justice has embraced adjudicating European law on the principles of environmental protection,
articulation of these principles as sub-tenants of sustainable
development remains absent. The European legislature ought
to “put flesh to the bones” of the general environmental protection principles by noting that integration of these principles in
a particular act or legislation satisfies the Treaties’ objective
sustainable development.101 The principle of sustainable development should also see the Court of Justice continue to apply
environmental sub-principles. In doing so, the Court of Justice
needs to provide a coherent interpretation of these principles to
clearly establish the balancing between economic development
and environmental protection that sustainable development
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calls for. This consistent application will ensure that sustainable development as a legal principle will continue playing a key
role in the development of European environmental law and will
perhaps inspire other legal systems to follow suit.102 As the legal

community takes up this trend, it will guide the evolution of the
European Union in its quest to create “an ever closer union among
the peoples of Europe, in which decisions are taken as openly as
possible and as closely as possible to the citizen.”103
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China in Africa: Curing the Resource Curse
with Infrastructure and Modernization
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S

even billion is the number of human beings on this
planet and that number is growing. How to provide food,
clean water, shelter and jobs for this population, in ways
that enhances and nurtures the Earth’s natural resources and
ecosystems while supporting our survival, is the challenge of our
times. Ever since the first Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in
1992, we have known that sustainable development is the way
to meet this challenge. Sustainable development is living within
our means, leaving plenty for our grandchildren, and ensuring
everyone has a reasonable opportunity to lead a decent living.
However, the lack of political will on the part of governments,
social and environmental irresponsibility on the part of corporations, and inertia to adopt a sustainable life style on the part
of citizens, have collectively contributed to this failure. To
succeed in sustainable development at the quality, scale and
speed needed to meet the challenge, we need strong working
partnerships between governments, corporations and citizens
based on trust. Trust among partners is built through openness,
accountability, and participation.1

Introduction
Africa is a continent of nation states created without regard
to race, ethnicity, or the territorial interests of its inhabitants.2
Mismanaged for years by imperial powers that were simply
looking for ways to reap the benefits of its resource wealth, it
is understandable that Africans are sometimes skeptical of
Western influence and loan programs — a skepticism that the
global South made apparent in the negotiations leading to the
1992 Rio Declaration.3 With the economic and political rise of
China, African nations now have choices that were previously
unavailable to them. China represents another source of funding for infrastructure and industrial development in Africa. But
how will differences in the way China invests impact African
development?
This article will examine what an increase in Chinese
investment means for the African continent. Part II examines
what is meant by “sustainable development” and considers how
it can be achieved. Part III details China’s investments in Africa:
its history, recent growth, and areas of focus. Finally, part IV
returns to the question of how Chinese investment may influence
African development.

The What and How of
Sustainable Development

of successful development; often this means ‘development’
with ‘westernization.’4 Certainly, even from a solely economic
perspective, sustainable development entails not only economic
growth, but an emphasis on structural change as well.5 To create
sustainable economic gains, the increased share of the industrial
sector is important for those developing countries that are typically dependent on primary exports, such as agriculture and natural resources.6 This is especially apparent in some oil-exporting
countries which experience sharp increases in GDP but don’t see
changes in their economic structure.7 But, viewing development
in purely economic terms ignores many other factors that influence the lives of people in developing nations. These other social
and political factors have become an ingrained part of how we
now define sustainable development.
The United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (“UNCED”), held in Rio de Janeiro from June
3 to 14, 1992, presented a chance to re-envision development
policy and practice following the end of the Cold War.8 Freed
from the “distorting shadow of superpower conflict,” the developing countries of the global South began to assert themselves
more heavily.9 While ostensibly focused on environmental issues
raised by the North, UNCED was in fact steered toward issues
of sustainable development by the South, as reflected by the Rio
Declaration which culminated the work at UNCED.10
The Rio Declaration highlighted the growing importance of
governance in development11 and the role of state cooperation
in developing a sustainably supportive international economic
system.12 Inherent in the Rio Declaration was the notion that
development is more than just a factor of economic growth, but
must also include active encouragement and participation by
civil society,13 effective access to justice,14 and an awareness of
those traditionally marginalized in society.15 Above all, the Rio
Declaration was a proclamation that developing countries had a
right to decide how they would develop16 and that development
was “interdependent and indivisible” with concerns of peace and
the environment.17
Measuring development should also include “social indicators” such as life expectancy, literacy, nutrition, access to
health services, and so forth.18 A country may grow rapidly in
terms of economic growth, but lag behind in these important
areas that impact peoples’ everyday lives. In his classic work,
“Development as Freedom,” Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen’s
broadened development include and to focus on the concept
of freedom.19 Life expectancy, literacy, nutrition, and access

Defining Sustainable Development
Development is a value-laden concept and the definition can
vary depending on which societies are deemed the benchmark
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to health services, after all, are expressions of an individual’s
freedoms to health and an education. Sen defines five distinct
types of freedom: 1) political freedoms, 2) economic facilities, 3) social opportunities, 4) transparency guarantees, and
5) protective security.20 These freedoms are not only the end
goals of development, but they are also the primary means for
development.21 These freedoms are inextricably intertwined. For
example, a freer political environment would generally be more
conducive to liberal economics and growth than a repressive
regime.22 People will feel more comfortable investing in a country if they know that it is secure from hostile foreign or domestic
forces, evincing protective security freedom.23
Strong economic growth is not necessary for the advancement of other areas of development.24 However, it is self-evident
that a strong, growing economy can provide more opportunities
and resources to address development problems, especially if the
solutions are resource intensive, like improving infrastructure.
That which encourages political and social freedom will also
encourage economic development while the reverse is also true–
political and social repression hinders economic development.25
The Rio Declaration and the associated principle of
socio-political development have come to define a version of
sustainable development that calls for something beyond mere
economic growth. However, this ethos could be challenged as
China experiences an economic boom without the corresponding
growth in political freedom.26 This is already affecting development in Africa because China, unlike many Western countries,
does not emphasize the development of other social indicators as
preconditions for economic development assistance.

Spurring Economic Growth
While sustainable development encompasses more than
just economic growth, it is generally agreed that, especially in
the poorest countries, economic growth is a crucial component
of development.27 Economies can grow by promoting a number
of factors such as increased efficiency, enhanced education,
technological change, accumulation and investment of capital,
and the exploitation of natural resources.28 In many developing
countries these “modern” means of economic growth coexist with traditional economic sectors.29 An inherent problem
in dualist economic structures is that they foster economic
and social gap between the modern and traditional means of
economic growth30 and, as a result, there are high levels of
income inequality.31 In Africa, one way this dualism can be seen
by viewing extractive industries amongst traditional or earlystage modernizing economies.
The way a society approaches dualism and structural
change can either promote or hinder growth.32 For example,
reinvestment from agrarian sectors toward industrial sectors, the
encouragement of entrepreneurship, and creation of capital can
drive a country to the point of establishing sustainable growth.33
Although less developed countries will initially lag behind more
developed countries as they gradually develop traditional sectors
into modern ones, those less developed nations can catch, and
even overcome, developed countries if they remain committed to
36

this policy.34 While each country must take its own path toward
modernization, all long-term success will undoubtedly involve
structural transformation.35

It’s a Trap! Natural Resources and
Bad Governance.
“With hard work, thrift, and intelligence, a society can
gradually climb out of poverty, unless it gets trapped.”36
A short-sided reliance on the exploitation of primary
resources as an engine of growth is a temptation that confronts
many African nations and could possibly jeopardize long-term
sustainable growth.37 Primary exports can encourage economic
growth in a number of important ways.38 They can provide a
source of surplus foreign currency that eases import of those
capital goods and intermediate goods that are needed to modernize an economy.39 They also provide linkages to other industries,
forward and backward, on the chain of production.40 For example, an oil-exporting nation could develop a refining industry.
Primary exports also provide a source of income for local populations which, if spent in the domestic economy, will increase
the demand for manufactured goods that can be translated into
domestic production.41 Taxes on primary exports can provide
an important source of revenue for poor governments that can
be reinvested in other development sectors — social, health,
infrastructure, or other programs.42 However, over-reliance on a
single sector of an economy can spell ruin. Without the development of a co-existing industrial sector to offset the exploitation
of primary resources, especially extractive industries, an economy can easily fall into the resource trap and its accompanying
problems of corruption, misgovernance, and underdevelopment.
The resource trap (or resource curse) consists of three parts:
1) Dutch disease, 2) susceptibility to fluctuations in commodity
prices, and () negative political and institutional effects.43 Under
Dutch disease, named after the effects the discovery of gas in the
North Sea on the Dutch economy in the 1960s, resource exports
cause a country’s currency to rise in value against other currencies, making the country’s other export activities uncompetitive.44 In moderation, this affect can be positive for development
because the surplus in foreign currency can be used to import
goods needed for industry.45 Taken to the extreme, however, the
devaluation of domestically produced goods destroys any existing export market and, as local services, agricultural products,
and manufactured items become more expensive, resources are
diverted away from production.46 Instead of building a diverse,
modern, industry-driven economy, countries plagued by Dutch
Disease find themselves unable to create competitive agricultural or industrial exports, thereby limiting their chances for
sustainable economic growth.
Resource-dependent economies are also susceptible to
fluctuations in world commodity prices.47 The result is a boom
and bust cycle: the economy is flushed with money when commodity prices are high, but starved for revenue when the prices
drop.48 When there is a great excess of wealth, governments
tend to spend on all sorts of projects whether they are needed or
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not.49 During the lean times, living standards start to fall and the
government must make tough choices about what must be cut.
This cyclical boom and bust makes it difficult for electorates to
judge whether the government is making wise use of money or
investing in great mistakes.50
Above all, “[t]he heart of the resource curse is that resource
rents make democracy malfunction.”51 Corruption and misgovernance are the effects of patronage politics that too often become
the standard when massive resource rents find their way into a
democratic society.52 Furthermore, the more ethnically diverse a
society, the more patronage politics comes into play; this is one
reason why Africa experiences such grand corruption.53
In a resource state, the government is less accountable to
the people. First, because there is less need to tax the population, citizens are less apt to scrutinize how tax income is spent.54
Second, resource dependence erodes governmental checks and
balances, leaving the electoral competition unconstrained and,
when combined with patronage and ethnic division, parties can
use the resource rents to buy votes, rig elections, or simply force
opposition parties out of power.55
“The resource-rich, ethnically diverse societies need a
democracy that is distinctive in having a strong emphasis on
political restraints relative to electoral competition.”56 In the
alternative, these countries will likely misuse resources and miss
the chance to invest resource income in ways that drive economic
modernization and diversification. Caught in a downward spiral
of uncompetitive exports and bad governance, the abundance of
resources can spell disaster for a developing economy.

Chinese Investment in Africa
Sino-African trade has recently exploded as China’s growing
economy requires more resources and markets for its manufactured goods.57 Two-way trade between Africa and China stood at
10 billion U.S. dollars in 2000, rising to $18 billion in 2003, then
$50 billion in 2006.58 During this period the average increase in
trade per year was thirty-three percent.59 Trade surpassed $120
billion in 2010.60 In the past two years, China has given more
loans to poor countries than the World Bank.61

History of Chinese Trade in Africa
China has been trading with Africa for centuries, dating as
far back as the Tang Dynasty (618-906 AD).62 Chinese porcelain
from the 9th century and coins from the 12th century have been
found across East Africa.63 Early trade, however, collapsed with
the death of Emperor Yongle and the resurgence of Confucianism
which promoted agriculture to exploration and trade.64
Only in the 1960s did China again begin to show interest in Africa. Between 1963 and 1964, Zhou Enlai, then
Vice-Chairman of the Communist Party of China, made an
extensive tour of Africa to strengthen Sino-African relations.65
Foreshadowing the concept of South-South cooperation, he
advocated mutual economic assistance between “poor friends”
and attacked the “maltreatment of small and weak countries by
the big and strong.”66 He pledged that Chinese assistance “would
respect the sovereignty of the recipient country, would be given
on generous terms, and would strive to enhance self-reliance.”67
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Modern Chinese investment in African infrastructure projects was born during this era.68 The 1860-kilometer TanzaniaZambia (“Tanzam”) Railroad linking Zambia with the port in
Dar es Salaam in Tanzania exemplified this new investiture.69
Employing 50,000 Chinese workers and costing $500 million, it
has remained one of the most costly infrastructure investments
China has ever made in Africa.70 However, Chinese investment
during this time was more ideologically than economically motivated and focused on supporting the region’s guerilla fighters
and Socialist regimes, such as Julius Nyere’s Tanzania.71 This
ideological approach to investment ended with the death of Mao
and the end of the Cultural Revolution, but more economically
focused development emerged from the economic reforms
undertaken by the Deng Xiaoping regime.72
Two key events marked the beginning of the current
trend of increasing Sino-African trade.73 First, the Tiananmen
Square demonstrations served to isolate China from the West.74
Unwilling to criticize China for fear of exposing themselves to
criticism and hoping to gain support from China, most African
nations remained silent about the events and worked behind the
scenes to move into the void that Western isolation had left.75
Second, the end of the cold war in 1991 meant that the
economic tug-of-war for African allegiance was at an end 76
and, suddenly, aid and loans from Western nations and institutions such as the World Bank and the IMF began to come
with attached conditions.77 African leaders that were once
accustomed to maintaining power through patronage systems
of Western funds were now faced with the prospect of losing
power.78 Increased investment from China, who does not give
the same weight to concerns of governance and human rights,
can provide African states with less-encumbered loans and aid,
addressing the need for capital in Africa and skirting the very
real issue of misgovernance.

Impact of the Financial Crisis — The Need for
Capital
The current global economic crisis has dramatically
reduced Western foreign direct investment in Africa79 and
has also reduced the value of commodity assets countries once
relied upon for export profits.80 The result has been that it is
“virtually impossible” to raise capital for exploration or development of resources.81 This scarcity of capital has negatively
impacted African infrastructure development.82 According to the
World Bank’s Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility, the
retreat of investment capital from Africa has made “[infrastructure]
financing (both debt and equity) more onerous and difficult
to secure.”83
While capital is being withdrawn by western investors,
Chinese institutions have been expanding their investment,
especially in extractive industries.84 China’s major players in this
field are not only private investment banks, but also state-owned
policy banks.85 Jiang Jianqing, Chairman of the Industrial
Commercial Bank of China (“ICBC”), expressed that Chinese
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investment in Africa is “growing and becoming more diversified, even as the global downturn curbs investment by other
countries.”86

Oil Above All, But There is More
Currently, extractive industries remain the central focus of
Chinese investment in Africa. This investment has turned China
from the second largest exporter of oil in Asia to the second largest importer of oil in the world in a matter of only nine years.87
Driven partly by the meteoric increase of cars on Chinese roads
(estimated to reach 100 million by 2015) and partly by increased
industrial demands, China expects to import between ten and
fifteen million barrels of oil per day by 2020 — twice Saudi
Arabia’s total production and equal to that of the entire African
continent.88 Currently, Africa supplies thirty percent of China’s
oil needs, compared to the fifteen percent of demand Africa satisfies for the U.S.89 Approximately seventy percent of African
exports to China consist of crude oil and an additional fifteen
consist of other raw materials.90
As a late-comer to the established oil fields such as those
in Nigeria and Angola, China has had to work hard to make
inroads against established players.91 For this reason, China is
actively seeking new fields in Gabon, Niger, Kenya, Uganda,
and other areas often over-looked by Western states.92 Unlike
many Western companies, Chinese companies are willing to take
more risk and will work in more politically unstable regions.93
Oil is not the only resource China is seeking in Africa. While
oil constitutes seventy percent of African exports to China, an
additional fifteen percent of exports are in the form of other mineral resources.94 In particular, China has been active in pursuing
sources of cobalt in Africa. Africa produces fifty-one percent of
the world’s cobalt, of which, eighty-eight percent of that comes
solely from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (“DRC”).95
Recently, Chinese companies, China Railway Engineering
Corporation (“CREC”) and Sinohydro, have entered into an
agreement to establish a joint Sino-Congolese venture, named
Sicomines, that will provide the DRC with China Export-Import
(“EXIM”) Bank financed infrastructure in exchange for copper
and cobalt mining concessions.96 The $9 billion venture would
provide $6 billion worth of road construction, two hydroelectric
dams, hospitals, schools and railway links to southern Africa,
to Katanga, and to the Congo Atlantic port at Matadi; the other
$3 billion was to be invested by China in development of new
mining areas.97 The deal has recently come under fire as a $23
million signing bonus for Gecamines, the Congolese partner
involved, disappeared under allegations of corruption.98 Such
allegations have unfortunately become standard in Chinesefinanced programs which typically lack even a modest amount
of transparency.

Is Chinese Investment in Africa
a Curse or a Cure?
There is no doubt that Chinese investment presents African
states with some clear advantages, especially at a time when
Western investment has declined. Chinese investment could be
the cure for a continent in need of capital-intensive investment
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in infrastructure and economic modernization. However, it
is important to bear in mind that sustainable development is
not solely about economic growth. Without examining the
potential pitfalls of Chinese investment, particularly the overinvestment in extractive sectors and its accompanying problems
of misgovernance and dependence on a sole export, the increased
economic growth may instead end up as a curse for Africa.

Cures
The Commodities-for-Infrastructure model
“The Chinese Government’s strategy in Africa is starting
to mimic the approach adopted in the home market itself, one
that channels sizeable amounts of capital through state-owned
(policy) banks at key sectors.”99 While this strategy has been
directed mostly towards direct investment in extractive industries, a shift has begun to focus on infrastructure development in
exchange for concessions on resources.100 In 2006, China spent
$7 billion dollars on infrastructure in Africa; in 2007 China
invested an additional $4.5 billion dollars.101
While Africa has been showing robust growth in recent
years, one major constraint on sustainable development has been
the poor state of the continent’s infrastructure, which depresses
productivity by as much as forty percent.102 It is estimated
that Africa needs at least $93 billion to close the infrastructure
gap.103 Another challenge to developing infrastructure is the
current cost of transportation in Africa, which is higher than that
of other developing regions. According to the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, “while freight costs
for the world on average amount to 5.4 percent of imports, this
value is up to five times higher for some African countries.”104
A World Bank study showed that, in 2007, the average cost in U.S.
dollars to export a container from Africa was $1,649 compared to
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(“OECD”) average of $889.105
Many African states have received financing for thermal
or hydro power projects to facilitate much-needed electrification.106 By the end of 2007, China had provided $3.3 billion
for hydropower amounting to a 6,000 megawatt capacity, which
would increase total generation capacity in sub-Saharan Africa
by 30%.107
Given Africa’s need for infrastructure, China’s infrastructurefor-concessions policy may be seen as a win-win situation for
Africa. As of 2008, China has financed infrastructure projects
in over thirty-five African countries.108 Yet, criticism tugs at the
edges of this investment boom. First, Chinese companies often
use Chinese labor in places where local labor could be used.109
Instead of the money for infrastructure projects being pumped
into the local economy, much of it is repatriated back to China
where it originated. Second, there is little financial or technical
investment to maintain the infrastructure constructed by Chinese
workers.110 While African states will benefit from the infrastructure, the money could also be used to finance employment
opportunities for African workers. Additionally, there are always
potential issues of transparency and corruption associated with
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large investments, as indicated in the DRC Sicomines deal,
which must be addressed to encourage sustainable development.

Investment in the Industrialization of Africa
“As China Inc.’s knowledge and network in Africa deepens,
the diversification of China’s investment footprint away from
the energy sector in Africa will become an emerging trend in
China-Africa commercial ties.”111 There is a hopeful sign in this
diversification; Chinese companies are increasingly investing in
manufacturing in Africa in addition to the usual extractive industries.112 “A Chinese government survey shows the growing use
of Africa as an industrial base. Manufacturing’s share of total
Chinese investment (22%) is catching up with mining (29%).”113
Future Chinese investment in manufacturing could help mitigate
the negative effects that heavy investment in extractive industries
alone causes to African export industries.
China announced the “Go Global” strategy in 2000114 as
a strategy to both develop markets for China’s export products
and relieve pressure from the accumulation of foreign currency
as well as develop new sources of energy and raw materials115
Go Global has encouraged Chinese enterprises to establish
offshore operations in designated Chinese special economic
zones (“SEZ”).116 These zones “promote Chinese foreign commercial interests,” “create safe-havens for Chinese capital”, and
offset “increased protectionist trade practices against Chinese
companies.”117
The establishment of these light industrial zones creates
jobs for local citizens and helps offset the criticism that cheap
Chinese imports have undermined Africa’s weak manufacturing sectors.118 The African Development Bank recently said of
the Chinese SEZs, “The special economic zones are expected
to make a significant contribution to industrialization in Africa
although their success is by no means guaranteed.”119 This type of
industrialization could be conjoined with the extractive industry
to establish forward and backward links in production–such as
refining and the manufacture of mining machinery–which can
help diversify and strengthen local economies.120
However, nternational criticism of the SEZs points to the
employment of large numbers of Chinese laborers in the construction of SEZs and to the procurement of resources exclusively through Chinese channels.121 Too heavy a focus on SEZs
“could limit progress towards regional integration,” as countries
compete for investment from China instead of developing local
capacity.122

Curses
Heavy Investment in Extractive Industry May
Exacerbate the Resource Curse
It is not only the Chinese who come to Africa and heavily
invest in extractive industries. Western companies have been
exploiting African resources since the colonial period and continue to dominate, especially in the oil industry. This has had
adverse effects on African economies through the resource curse
and its resultant bad governance.
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Ghana’s Center for Policy Analysis (“CEPA”) recently
warned that Ghana will likely suffer from the effects of Dutch
Disease as it begins commercial production of oil.123 To mitigate
the effects of Dutch Disease, CEPA plans to closely manage
the exchange rate, perhaps pegging the Ghanaian Cedi to parity
with the US dollar.124 The economics of Dutch Disease can be
offset by efficient management of currency, appropriate pacing
of resource exploitation, and concurrent investment in modernizing industry.125 It is the effects that resource rents have on the
governance of a politically divided, weak, or unstable nation that
are the most concerning aspect of the resource curse.126
Chinese investment in Africa has the potential to exacerbate
the misgovernance aspect of the resource curse. While Western
countries have demanded more of their companies and criticized
them for investment in nations with poor human rights records,
China makes no such distinctions. Chinese investment does
not require recipient countries to implement any kind of anticorruption measures, nor does it monitor whether the money
is appropriately spent or disappears into the pockets of corrupt
leadership.127

Addressing the Resource Curse
In general, three interconnecting factors can be addressed
to encourage appropriate use of resource revenues: (1) transparency, (2) accountable governance, and (3) economic and political
policies which take proper account of horizontal and vertical
divisions of power in the society.128 Even as the Rio Declaration
has called for further transparency,129 new global initiatives have
brought transparency in the extractive industries to the forefront
of development.
The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (“EITI”)
“aims to strengthen governance by improving transparency and
accountability in the extractives sector.”130 It does so by monitoring
and reconciling company payments and government revenues at
the level of individual countries; to be deemed “EITI compliant,”
each country needs to implement EITI compliant regulations and establish a multi-stakeholder group of civil society,
government, and private industry representatives to oversee
implementation.131
Under ideal conditions, EITI would be a benefit for all
parties involved: governments would benefit from transparency
and an anti-corruption stance which would lead to improvements
in tax revenue and “enhanced trust and stability in a volatile
sector;” companies would benefit from a level playing field
where all companies must disclose the same information; civil
society benefits from receiving reliable information from the
government and companies; and the energy sector would see
increased stability which encourages long-term investment.132
While it is empirically inconclusive whether EITI enhances
a country’s development potential, there are many positive
signs which have encouraged countries to begin the compliance
process.133 To date, twenty-one African nations have completed
or are in the process of obtaining EITI compliance status.134 One
recent case study suggests that, even in the most pervasively
corrupt countries, EITI initiatives can shed light on the issues
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of governance and accountability, even if it offers no certain
answers.135
Chinese companies working in an EITI compliant country
are following the reporting framework established by that country
and, to date, Chinese companies have reported in Gabon,
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, and Nigeria.136 China has expressed its
support for the EITI “in several international fora,” including the
UN General Assembly and the G20.137 China could benefit from
further support of EITI as it would provide more political stability
when challenging operational environments and would allow
Chinese companies to compete at an equal level with Western
companies.138 Because EITI “affirm[s] that management of
natural resource wealth for the benefit of a country’s citizens is
in the domain of sovereign governments to be exercised in the
interest of their national development,” China need not worry
about moving from its “non-interference” foreign policy.139
Instead, since EITI is implemented and monitored domestically,
Chinese companies are merely complying with domestic law
and that law offers benefits for compliance.140
Transparency, however, will not solve the problem entirely.
A government must be accountable to its citizen if disclosure
of potential corruption is to have any effect.141 Effective anticorruption initiatives are based upon “mass mobilization” and
hold leaders politically accountable for the misuse of state
funds.142 Of course, a multi-party democracy is the most obvious form of accountable governance.143 However, even in a
dictatorship, mass protest to the misuse of resources may impose
pressure to reduce corruption.
In order to secure accountability, any development initiative must take into account a country’s horizontal and
vertical power relationships.144 This is especially true in multiethnic and divided societies; because trust is a powerful factor in
governance and corruption, development programs must work
to establish institutional and economic ties between horizontally
fractured power structures.145

Addressing Chinese Investment in Light of the
Principles of Sustainable Development
The Rio Declaration urges states to cooperate in promoting sustainable development.146 It also embeds principles of
transparency and accountability.147 As a direct result, a global
network of civil society organizations is working to ensure
access to information, participation, and access to tribunals and
justice.148 While gaps still remain, norms of accountability are
gaining force.149
Rio + 20 looks to further emphasize issues of accountability
and governance which affect sustainable development.150 The
High-Level Panel on Global Sustainability recently highlighted
the “need to integrate economic, social, and environmental
dimensions” in order to achieve sustainable development.151
The Panel, in the tradition of the Rio Declaration’s Principle
1, places humans at the center of sustainable development.152
Unlike Rio, the Panel calls on humans to “claim their rights
and voice their concerns” against “persistent inequality which
offends deeply held universal principles of social justice.”153 The
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socio-economic change needed will only come through transparent and accountable public-private partnerships.154 The writing
is on the wall that transparency and accountability are the new
emphasis in development and that China would be wise to turn
its investment policy in that direction.
To China, development has been more of an economic
concept than it is to Western organizations and as portrayed in
the Rio Declaration. While it is China’s policy not to interfere
with the political situations in the countries where it invests, it
must be assured of political stability to ensure the security of
its investments. Democracy typically provides stability. Through
support for EITI and other governance initiatives, China may not
be supporting democracy per se, but is supporting accountable
governance.
One promising outlook for African development is the
increased practice of corporate social responsibility (“CSR”)
within Chinese companies.155 CSR generally means that companies will meet “the legal requirements and broader expectations
of stakeholders in order to contribute to a better society through
actions in the workplace, marketplace and local community and
through public policy advocacy and partnerships.”156 Almost all
Chinese business leaders in Africa surveyed in 2010 were familiar
with CSR and generally described CSR “in terms of contributing
to local economic growth and job creation, complying with local
laws and caring for the environment, and making philanthropic
donations to support schools and hospitals.”157 Key drivers of
CSR growth included Chinese government support for CSR, the
adoption of international standards and collaboration (including
EITI), and the establishment of CSR training and skills development programs.158
It seems Chinese businesses are open to the idea of CSR,
but as the 2010 study concludes:
One key difference between Chinese and western conceptions of CSR concerns the extent to which they are
willing to consider whether business practices reinforce
or undermine local legal and political institutions, particularly in institutionally weak countries. While the
Western model for overcoming state corruption in managing natural resource revenues is based on encouraging transparency, the Chinese model has tended to rely
on direct provision of public infrastructure. This is
aided by Chinese companies’ access to low-cost and
long-term capital. However, there is long experience of
foreign funded infrastructure projects being developed
in Africa, which do not meet local needs, and are not
supported with maintenance, which remains a challenge to this model of business in development.159

Conclusion — Is Chinese Investment
Just Like the Rest? Or Will It Kick-start
an African Renaissance?
The central question about Chinese investment in Africa
is whether it will be more effective at establishing long-term
sustainable development than the Western model, which has
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not been as effective as the West would have hoped. Certainly,
Chinese investment in Africa is popular amongst Africans, even
more so than aid which comes from the West.160 It is also certain
that Chinese and Africa fortunes are tied together as there is a
clear correlation between Chinese and African growth since
1999.161 Chinese investment in infrastructure and modernizing
industry has the potential to kick-start stagnant African growth
and begin a new era of economic development.
However, economic growth will not translate into
sustainable development if it does not deal with Africa’s limited
diversification, susceptibility to volatile commodity prices, and
misgovernance and corruption. While it may not be willing to
interfere directly, China will want political stability to ensure its
investments pay off and its supply lines remain intact. This may

mean supporting authoritarian regimes, as China did in Sudan.162
Yet, it may also mean supporting new emerging international
standards for transparency and accountability such as the EITI.
Significant criticism has been laid on the West’s doorstep for
the failures that billions of dollars in aid have produced in Africa.
Whether Chinese investment creates sustainable development in
Africa will be determined not only by the continued diversification
and investment in infrastructure, but also by the way African
society adapts to and propels the changing economic and social
environment. While Chinese development may not expressly
include many of the freedoms the West deems to be indicators
of development, it remains to be seen whether these freedoms
will be the ends and means of a uniquely African sustainable
development.
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Shining Sun and Blissful Wind: Access to
ICT Solutions in Rural Sub-Saharan Africa
Through Access to Renewable Sources
by Osob Samantar*

T

Introduction

he United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (“UNCSD” or “Rio+20”) Conference culminates
twenty years of sustainable development. Held in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil June 20-22, 2012, the conference marks the 20th
anniversary of the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (“UNCED”), and the 10th anniversary of
the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (“WSSD”)
in Johannesburg, South Africa. Under the central theme of the
green economy, both Information Communication Technology
(“ICT”) solutions and renewable energy will be addressed.1
These two sectors’ growth are intertwined. As developed and
developing countries convene for the Rio+20 conference, they
must look to progress in these integrated areas. Sub-Saharan
Africa provides an arena in which to view these concepts and
take stock of how new principles have evolved and are being
integrated into green economies.
Approximately forty percent of the world’s population
without access to electricity lives in Sub-Saharan Africa.2 Within
rural Sub-Saharan Africa, around eight percent of the population has access to electricity, which is vastly disproportionate to
the urban areas where roughly fifty-three percent has access to
electricity.3 As a result, many in rural Sub-Saharan Africa do not
enjoy the impact of ICT solutions. The purpose of this article is
to highlight the relationship between ICT solutions and greater
sustainable development, discuss the access crisis in rural SubSaharan Africa, and recommend integration and implementation
methods that governments and non-government actors may pursue within the scope of the 1992 Rio Declaration principles. This
article highlights three countries: Kenya, Ghana, and Namibia,
and assesses their respective green energy efforts. Lastly, this
article will discuss how the Rio+20 conference presents the
perfect opportunity to incorporate ICT related provisions into
the final conference outcome document.

Background
ICT solutions break barriers. Access to energy leads to
easier access to ICT and knowledge regarding every aspect of
the global community,“ which in return allows citizens to find
solutions to political, social, and economic challenges. Income
generation is also made possible through the creation of new
ICT related enterprises. Access to energy is vital to sustainable development and the construction of green economies.
Moreover, there is a positive correlation between access to
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energy and development.4 Although the countries in this study
vary with regards to ICT development, all three face issues with
access to electricity and power within their rural areas.
Take, for example, the mobile phone ICT solution that
improves citizens’ standard of living, helps small businesses,
and connects families. In Africa, mobile phones facilitate
advancements in banking, education, healthcare, agriculture,
and the empowerment of women.5 At the same time, according
to the GSM Association (“GSMA”)6, by the end of 2012 there
are expected to be around 165,000 mobile base stations across
sub-Saharan Africa without a reliable supply of electricity. 7
This totals nearly seventy-nine percent of all base stations
across sub-Saharan Africa.8 Typically, diesel generators power
these stations.9 Sustainable and renewable energy sources can
resolve problems of unreliable access to energy by replacing
or supplementing existing diesel generators. These energy
sources are plentiful in Sub-Saharan Africa because of favorable
geographic location and terrain. Integrating them into national
energy plans will help states in Sub-Saharan Africa use green
economy initiatives to alleviate poverty.

Kenya
Kenya is perhaps the most advanced African country in
terms of utilizing ICT solutions. Kenya is located in Eastern
Africa, bordering the Indian Ocean, between Somalia and
Tanzania.10 Its population is over fourty-three million with a
median age of 18.9 years.11 At an annual growth rate of thirty
percent, Kenya’s ICT sector outperforms all other sectors of the
economy.12 Of the three countries, Kenya’s civil society is arguably the most active. Kenya has a relatively new Constitution
(ratified in 2010), strong internal macro-economic policies, and
what some analysts describe as “a favorable regional environment.”13 It is also East Africa’s largest economy.14 Despite recent
efforts, Kenya still faces challenges with regards to the distribution of these modern solutions. ICT infrastructure in rural Kenya
requires work, with the majority of advancements concentrated
in Nairobi and Mombasa.15
ICT solutions in Kenya are mainly mobile-based since
roughly ninety-three percent of adults use mobile phones.16
Perhaps the most popular mobile platform in Kenya is Ushahidi.
First developed to map reports of post election violence in
early 2008, Ushahidi was also used to monitor the 2009 Indian
* Osob Samantar is a J.D. candidate, May 2013, at American University Washington College of Law.
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elections; track violence in Gaza; map the Gulf of Mexico oil
spill; and even monitor emergency response to the earthquake in
Haiti.17 Kenya also has a mobile money transfer service, M-Pesa,
which provides banking access to rural citizens that lack access
to traditional brick-and-mortar banks.18 Since 2007, M-Pesa
has transferred roughly $1.8 billion, which equals 5 percent
of the country’s GDP.19 Agriculture is a source of employment
for roughly seventy percent of the population in Kenya20 and
M-Farm solutions allow farmers to use a combination of crowdsourcing and mobile alerts to identify sale patterns, predict the
weather, and stay knowledgeable on other economically viable
crops.21 Even Community Health Workers offer educational
lessons on reproductive health and newborn care via mobile
applications.22
Several factors have forced Kenya’s national emphasis on
renewable energy and green economy initiatives. Kenya imports
most of its fossil fuels.23 Unlike other states in the South, Kenya
is not rich in energy sources like coal and nuclear power.24
Therefore, in many ways Kenya is constrained in the energy
sector. About eighty percent of the population lives in rural
areas and about ninety percent of Kenya’s rural population lacks
reliable access to electricity.25 Kenya’s investment in renewable
energy is still in its initial stages. Thus, the amount of electricity
being generated currently by renewable energy sources is far less
than the potential amount.26
In 2004, Kenya inaugurated its E-Government Strategy to
“improve service delivery, transform government operations,
and promote democracy.”27 Much of this integrates Principle Ten
of the 1992 Rio Declaration, in that the government sought to
expand public access to government information.28 In the same
year, the Communication Commission of Kenya also funded
a Universal Access Report to analyze ICTs in rural areas of
Kenya.29 The report estimated the rural population in Kenya at
18.6 million and found little to no research and development
geared towards the needs of this population.30

Ghana
Ghana is located in Western Africa and borders the Gulf of
Guinea, between Cote D’Ivoire and Togo. 31 Ghana’s population
is over 25 million, with a median age of 21.4 years. 32 Ghana
is making strides in telecommunications. Although Ghana has
not reached the level of sophistication of Kenya, it is ahead
of Namibia in ICT. Ghana was one of the first African states
to “liberalize” its telecommunications sector. 33 As a result,
Ghana remains aggressive in incorporating ICTs in the health,
education, and agriculture sectors.34 Predictions also indicate
that competition in Ghana’s ICT market is set to intensify as
more landing rights have been granted to two new submarine
cables.35 However, the environmental impact of these cables has
not yet been assessed and the government has not accounted for
the possible electronic waste that could result.
Although most discussions about mobile applications only
refer to Kenyan products, Ghana’s application providers are
equally advanced. For example, applications allow individuals
to check the authenticity of drugs through SMS messaging.36
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In healthcare, the Mobile Technology for Community Health
initiative developed two mobile applications, ‘Mobile Midwife’
and ‘Nurses’ that provide training for nurses, alerts to remind
women of important check-ups, educational resources, call
centers to assist with monitoring, and a data collection mechanism.37 Following Kenya’s example, social activists and bloggers
in Ghana plan on monitoring and reporting on the December
2012 elections, which will be the first time Ghana’s citizens are
engaged in this fashion.38
Ghana’s ICT for education initiatives is some of the most
advanced in Sub-Saharan Africa. ICT supported educational
mechanisms are used in Ghana to ensure students are competitive in the global economy. GARNET, Ghana’s national research
and education network (“REN”) creates integrated learning,
teaching, and research among all public and private institutions in Ghana.39 These programs fully integrate the notion that
creativity will forge and mobilize global partnerships to “achieve
development for all,” which integrates Principle Twenty-One of
the 1992 Rio Declaration.40
ICT solutions in Ghana also assist in creating sustainable
livelihoods in the agricultural sector.41 For instance, in the
cashew industry, farmers use software solutions as part of a joint
project created by SAP, a German based, multi-billion dollar
software and programming company, and the African Cashew
Initiative.42 Through the SAP application, cashew unions get
access to farmer contact data, loading information, buying data,
and market information.43 The application directly connects
farmers to wholesalers and retailers, and ultimately helps them
increase their incomes.44
Ghana has the potential to quickly “catch-up” in the ICT
sector. Ghana’s mobile penetration rate is 85.5 percent.45 The
government in Ghana also incorporated an emphasis on ICT
solutions as a central piece to their long-term development strategy.46 Yet, a recent study conducted by The World Bank found
infrastructure disparities in Ghana, with greater ICT infrastructure in the South and Southwest than in the North.47 Much of the
infrastructure challenges could be a result of urban-rural energy
disparities in different regions in Ghana.
Unlike Kenya and Namibia, Ghana integrated some of the
core principles of sustainable development and green economy
before the 1992 Rio Declaration. In 1989, Ghana established
a national initiative to power the entire country by 2020 and
included renewable energy schemes.48 To help meet this goal,
off-grid renewable energy sources could bridge the gap between
centralized grid capabilities and population demands, especially
since the cost of energy in Ghana is expected to reach $5.2
billion by 2020.49

Namibia
Namibia is located in Southern Africa and borders the South
Atlantic Ocean, between Angola and South Africa.50 Namibia
has the lowest population density of the three countries in this
article, which stands at roughly 2.1 million, with a median age
of 21.7 years.51 Roughly 60 percent of households are rural
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households.52 There are approximately 127,500 Internet users
in Namibia and 1.5 million mobile phones within Namibia.53
Few innovative programs exist in Namibia similar to those
in Kenya and Ghana geared towards civil activism and development through ICT solutions.54 None of these programs have the
high visibility of Ushahidi or the ICT for education initiatives in
Ghana. Still, Namibia only gained its independence two years
before the 1992 Rio Declaration.55 The government in Namibia
understands that it lacks the capacity necessary for sustainable development and has incorporated themes of cooperation
and partnership embodied in the 1992 Rio Declaration.56 For
instance, Namibia is looking to India to assist with long-term
challenges. This partnership with India could enable the ICT
sector to provide e-services through distance learning and health
resources by connecting Namibia with Indian counterparts
thereby allowing direct assistance.57 Utilizing this assistance,
Namibia should pursue learning best practices and green initiatives toward the goal of implementing sustainable development
in rural areas.

Access Crisis and the Use of Renewable Energy
Planning Solutions
The 1992 Rio Declaration failed to provide a guide for states
to deal with the accelerating demands for energy. Estimates show
that by 2015, more Africans will have mobile phone access than
electricity.58 Increased demands coupled with lack of national
infrastructure to accommodate growth and the high price of
fossil fuels have created an energy crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa.
For example, in Namibia energy deficits exist whereby demand
stands at 550 mega-watts and current capacity is just above 380
mega-watts.59 Lack of reliable energy stifles rural Sub-Saharan
Africa and prevents citizens from enjoying the thriving ICT
industries. Currently, approximately eight percent of the rural
population in Sub-Saharan Africa has access to electricity,
which is substantially lower than in urban areas where fifty-three
percent of the population has access.60
Most of Sub-Saharan Africa relies on biomass, diesel, and
kerosene, all of which are expensive and costly in the long run.
In rural areas, high costs of electric grids incentivize the use of
diesel and oil, whereas in urban areas, the costs are distributed
over larger populations. In Namibia, wood remains the dominant
source of energy in the rural areas.61 Namibia currently relies
on purchase agreements with power utilities in neighboring
countries, thereby importing over fifty percent of its electricity.62
In Ghana, high growth rates in demand for power are rapidly
outstripping what the Akosombo Reservoir can supply in terms
of hydropower; and as a result many must return to oil.63 Most
Kenyan households are still reliant on kerosene lamps, disposable
batteries, and diesel generators.64 These energy sources are very
expensive and harmful to human health and the environment.
All states should fully incorporate Principle Four of the
Rio Declaration into national energy policies, which requires
that “environmental protection constitute an integral part
of the development process [that] cannot be considered in
isolation from it.”65 This should include acknowledging and
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implementing renewable energy initiatives as one step in the
process of integration. Sub-Saharan Africa is abundant with
renewable energy resources and use of these resources would
avoid the environmental damages created by deforestation and
greenhouse gas emissions. The GSMA predicts that East Africa
alone has a potential to create 11,000 community power projects
to help supply electricity and communication to rural populations.66 Countries can replace their reliance on diesel, kerosene,
or biomass with solar and/or wind energy.67 Africa has twenty
percent of the world’s landmass, and land in Sub-Saharan Africa
is plentiful and cheap, making the installation of wind or solar
farms in rural Sub-Saharan Africa is more feasible than in other
areas of the world.68 Sunshine is also plentiful and the cost of
both wind and solar photovoltaic energy sources is becoming
progressively cheaper.69 Moreover, additional financial resources
could be recovered with power sector cost recovery.70

Solar Photovoltaics
Photovoltaic cells transform sunlight into electricity while
also storing this energy for later use.71 Meeting household
demand depends on the given system size, which is the number of panels necessary to “produce enough power to meet
demand.”72 Solar photovoltaics (solar PV) are easily adaptable,
use both direct and diffused beams, and the cost is dropping at
a faster rate than other technologies.73 Solar PV is well suited
for rural Sub-Saharan Africa. It requires minimal maintenance
and the sun in rural Sub-Saharan Africa is especially plentiful
year-round. 74 Yet, critics remain hesitant about the viability of
solar PV as a long-term solution because solar panels are often
shipped internationally, require costly maintenance, and can be
difficult to replace locally.75

Kenya
Kenya’s location allows for fierce, yearlong exposure to
sun. The Ministry of Energy estimates exposure at about 4 to
6 kWh per square meter per day, which is comparable to 300
million tons of oil equivalent.76 Most areas in Kenya also receive
around six hours or more of sunlight a day.77 All thirteen public
micro grids in Kenya use diesel fuel to generate electricity and
fuel costs are passed through to the consumer.78 For instance,
in November 2009, the fuel cost adjustment accounted for forty
percent of the total consumer electricity bill.79 Diesel generation
can be effectively replaced by solar generation in the micro grids
to alleviate this burden on the consumer.

Ghana
Similar to Kenya, the Ministry of Energy in Ghana estimates
solar exposure at about 4 to 6 kWh per square meter per day.80
The Ministry also recorded high levels of solar energy in about
sixty percent of the total national land mass.81 Solar PV installations in Ghana can help electrify homes and communities,
power rural telephony, power battery-charging stations, support
distance education tools, and power other telecommunications
tools. Solar battery service stations for community members
can be a profitable business venture for rural entrepreneurs in
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Ghana.82 The government can also encourage national energy
companies to adopt renewable energy plans to fill disparity gaps.

Namibia
There are few statistics on the exact potential of solar
energy in Namibia, but Namibia’s solar resource is abundant
with some estimates showing 3,300 hours of sunshine per year
in Namibia.83 Furthermore, in 2010, the World Bank estimated
that Namibia held the “highest multiple, annual production
potential from solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, and biofuels.”84
This potential is about one-hundred times the current energy
consumption.85 In 2005, the government of Namibia asserted its
commitment to sustainability through the promotion of natural
resources for energy production.86 This included the establishment of the Solar Electrification Revolving Fund.87

Namibia
There are few statistics on the exact potential of wind
energy in Namibia, but the geography suggests that wind power
could provide a great deal of energy. Sources found wind energy
potential in Namibia to be significantly high.98 The coast of
Namibia provides favorable wind velocities for turbine operation.99 Namibia is water stretched, so hydropower is less viable
and wind energy requires little to no water.100 Although wind
energy will not provide a majority of Namibia’s energy, it can
nonetheless help reduce its energy deficit.101

Integration and Implementation

Wind Turbines extract energy from moving air and enable an
electric generator to produce electricity.88 The amount of energy
and the reliability of wind energy vary due to wind velocities
and turbine characteristics. However, wind turbines are ideal for
rural Sub-Saharan Africa because most feasible wind velocities
are concentrated in fairly remote rural areas.89 Nonetheless,
meeting rural demand will depend on many technical factors
including determining the ideal hub height and blade size necessary for efficient operation, that in turn affect the total cost of
building and operating the turbines .90

The advances currently made in Kenya, Ghana, and Namibia
are largely based on 1992 Rio Declaration principles. States take
varied approaches at incorporating these principles. Often the
initial step involves incorporating principles of renewable energy
sources into commissioned reports and then into national energy
law. Solar and wind energy policies are relatively young in much
of Africa, but governments along with private partnerships are
integrating and implementing large-scale projects. Many of
these projects are still concentrated in urban areas or connected
to the national grid and therefore create disparities between the
urban and rural areas. Cooperation among states with regards
to scientific expertise and technology transfers can also assist
local development processes to achieve sustainable development
in areas outside of the energy sector.

Kenya

Kenya

Kenya has one of the highest wind velocities in the world
with averages ranging between three and ten m/s (meter per
second) and northern Kenya with wind velocities at 11 m/s.91
The UN Environment Programme estimates that Kenya’s wind
potential is more than double the national demand, or approximately 3,000 MW.92 Wind energy can also alleviate the state’s
reliance on hydropower, which is currently strained by lack
of rainfall and environmental degradation of watersheds.93
Electricity generation from wind can play an important role in
rural electrification in Kenya because it is cheaper than oil-fired
generation and easily accessible to rural households that are not
connected to a national grid.

In 2004, the government released Sessional Paper No. 4,
which outlined the government’s energy policy through 2023.102
The government acknowledged the “power system weaknesses”
and recognized the “great potential” for solar and wind energy,
but also found challenges with “attracting substantial private
sector investments.”103 The paper sought to develop local expertise, initiate local adaption of technologies, and adequately fund
rural electrification penetration from 2004-2012.104 In the long
run, 2004-2012, the plan proposed greater financial incentives
for investors in power generation and the development of “local
manufacturing capabilities for advanced renewable energy technologies.”105 Later in 2006, the government passed the Energy
Act of 2006, which serves as Kenya’s premiere legislation on
the consolidated national energy policy.106 This law emphasizes efficiency and conversion of Kenya’s energy sources, and
affirms Kenya’s commitment to sustainable development. 107
The Minister is also required to promote the “development of
renewable energy technologies” and is permitted to inspect
factories to analyze whether their energy utilization complies
with concepts of efficiency and conservation.108 The Act created
two new bodies — the Energy Regulatory Commission and the
Rural Electrification Authority — both of which demonstrate
Kenya’s commitment to sustainable development.109 Moreover,
the Act integrates 1992 Rio Declaration chapters nine through
twenty-two on conservation management of resources in order to
hold the Ministry of Energy accountable for ensuring compliance
is met.110

Wind Turbines

Ghana
Wind energy potential in Ghana is estimated at 5,600 mega
watts.94 Tapping into this resource will be crucial for Ghana to
reach its goal to achieve “10 percent contribution of new renewable sources in electricity generation” by 2020.95 As it stands,
existing power plants are unable to meet the growing demands
in Ghana, especially with increased oil prices.96 Ghana has
also invested capital and resources into solar PV solutions, but
overlooked ways to incorporate wind energy projects into the
national goals of sustainable development. Local wind turbines
in Ghana can even use scrap metals, automobile wheel bearings,
and axles to produce cheaper alternatives than solar PV.97
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As a result of the Ministry’s rigorous efforts, the government installed more than 300,000 solar systems in Kenyan
households.111 Future projects by the Ministry will mainly
focus on schools and health facilities.112 The government uses
solar systems to electrify 220 schools and has plans to electrify
an additional 497 institutions.113 Investment in future solar
system projects is estimated at $24.8 million U.S. dollars.114
Additionally, an initial line of 50 MW will be online in 2014.115
Moreover, since 2009 Kenya has supported widespread access to
ICT services through a universal service fund, which promotes
capacity building and innovations in ICT services.116
Kenya is in the process of building Africa’s largest wind
farm in Lake Turkana.117 The project will construct 365 wind
turbines in a 24,000-acre area, which will cost $772 million.118
The Dutch-led project will generate clean energy to meet more
than 20 percent of the country’s electricity needs.119 The wind
farm is estimated to add an additional 300 MW to the national
grid.120 Still, many rural communities may not enjoy the benefits of the wind turbines, because they will lack connection to
the national grid. Unfortunately, Kenya is also planning to open
the country’s first nuclear power plant to produce twenty-five
percent of electricity needs, despite global fears of nuclear waste
and impacts on the environment.121 Additionally, there are no
details as to whether Kenya adhered to the 1992 Rio Declaration,
which requires Kenya to assess the “environmental impact”
of this new plan on the surrounding area and population.122

Ghana
Decentralized and off-grid renewable energy sources in
Ghana can serve as an alternative to grid electricity to power
much of the industrial and service sectors.123 Ghana’s solar
PV programs are moving at a fast pace. As of 2008, over 5,000
solar PV systems were installed in Ghana.124 Even the Ministry
of Energy is connected to a 50kWp Solar PV Grid. 125 One
successful project is Ghana’s Energy Development and Access
Project (“GEDAP”) to build local and regional solar capacity,
which is funded by the World Bank, the International
Development Agency, Global Energy Facility, and the African
Development Bank.126 GEDAP installed solar systems for solar
street electrification, vaccination refrigeration, and to power
home systems.127
Several local wind power projects are successful in Ghana.
For instance, the Washington D.C. based EnterpriseWorks
Worldwide along with Rural Energy and Environment Systems
(“REES”) of Ghana, and the UK’s Scoraig Wind Electric created
a program to train local technicians in manufacturing smallscale wind turbines.128 The materials for the turbines are found
locally and maintained by local technicians. The First of the turbines was erected in Accra.129 By 2004, the project constructed
another eight turbines in six off-grid communities.130 These
projects create jobs for local technicians and are cost-effective
because all materials are recycled and locally sourced.
In 2011, Ghana’s cabinet approved a vital Renewable
Energy Bill to promote the development of renewable energy
sources and to make the Energy Commission responsible for
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implementing all government directives.131 The Bill is also
intended to build greater awareness within the population about
the advantages of renewable energy.132 However, the cabinet
should incorporate 1992 Rio principles into the final bill, receive
public input on the legislation, and include principles in the
upcoming Rio+20 outcome document in order to strengthen this
vital piece of legislation.

Namibia
Namibia still requires greater institutional reform and a
national policy on renewable energy distribution that integrates
the 1992 Rio Declaration. The vast land area and low population
density in Namibia create difficult challenges for access distribution. Only four to seven percent of the population has access
to ICTs.133 In 2004, the government initiated the Vision 2030
development plan, which aims to make Namibia a “prosperous,
harmonious industrialized state by 2030” by allocating billions
of dollars towards the development of different industries.134
The budget expansion suggests that Namibia is making serious efforts to assess long-term solutions.135 Unfortunately, the
plan also allocates large amounts of money to defense instead
of energy efficiency, telecommunications, or specific green
economy initiatives.136 The plan does, however, state that the
“creation of an enabling environment is essential for the attainment of sustainable development,” but this language remains
vague and “an enabling environment” does not necessarily
equate to a full integration of the 1992 Rio principles.137 The
plan does address ICT deployment and even designates a series
of strategies for the government to promote that will make ICT
“the most important sector in Namibia” by 2030.138 Namibia
will still require specific investment in renewable energy solutions to foster the sustainable growth strategies outlined in the
Vision 2030 agenda.
The Ministry of Mines and Energy (“MME”) originally
launched the “Promotion of the Use of Renewable Energy
Sources” in 1993 as a bold step after the 1992 Rio Declaration
to handle the energy crisis and sustainable development.139
Currently, Namibia has three turbines at the Ruacana hydropower
station and is months away from completing construction on a
fourth turbine.140 Additionally, in late 2011, the government of
Namibia held talks with regulators, utility developers, financiers,
and NGOs to discuss the future of wind power in Namibia.141

Role of Non-State Actors
In many ways the 1992 Rio Declaration was ahead of its
time in recognizing the role that non-state actors can play in
promoting sustainable development and modernizing societies.
The 1992 Rio Declaration, however, could not have predicted
the major role mobile penetration and ICT solutions would play
in assisting non-state actors to achieve the very principles of the
Declaration.
Mobile operators can serve as examples of efficient
and conservationist practices. Recently, Safaricom, Kenya’s
largest mobile operator reported the company would use a combination of wind and solar solutions to power eighty-six base
stations.142 At the same time, non-state actors can work with
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rural populations to help with principles of technology transfer.
For instance, the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (“UNIDO”) along with the government of Kenya
launched rural energy centers to spread the use of off-grid renewable energy sources in rural Kenya.143 The centers will promote
small business entrepreneurship and provide ICT training to
communities. UNIDO also partnered with Microsoft to provide
training in ICT solutions for micro-businesses in rural Kenya.144
Phase one of the joint efforts deployed resources and energy
centers in Bungoma, Siaya, and Karachuonyo while phase two
will take place in Meru, Ngong, and Dadaab refugee camp.145
Non-state actors can also share scientific advancements that incorporate local input. Currently, organizations
like access:energy create renewable wind turbines for rural
Kenyans.146 Access: energy helps citizens participate in their
own development by building wind turbines.147 The Kenyans
along with the Yale University and the EngineerAid network
make turbines out of scrap metal and car parts.148 The turbines
generate power at a cost that is two to three times lower than
equivalent solar PV panels; they can generate enough power for
fifty rural homes (about 2.5 kWh per day); and they can be built
using locally sourced materials.149
Educating the future generation through the use of ICT
solutions can help states achieve competitive advantages. Intel
has a program designed to create Africa’s first WiMAX connected school in Ghana.150 HP is creating community-learning
centers in Ghana.151 Additionally, the African Youth Initiative
and One Village Foundation has founded CatchIT, which is
designed to foster the growth of ICT clubs in Ghana.152 Also,
the World Bank along with the University of Ghana is creating
research and education networks to connect researchers and
institutions from around the world.153
Good state practices with regards to energy projects may
become transferable. In August 2011, Juwi Solar and Alternative
Energy Systems launched the Tsumkwe Energy Project, one of
Africa’s “largest off-grid solar systems.” 154 This project supplies
public buildings and one hundred private households with electricity in a rural village in Northern Namibia.155 Although the
system includes some integrated diesel generators, the plant is
innovative, only took six-weeks to create, and similar projects
may be transferred to the rest of rural Sub-Saharan Africa.156
Civil society organizations and companies may function as
driving mechanisms. For example, in Namibia, the Information
Communication Technology Association (“NICTA”) can work
closely with the Ministry of Information and Communication
Technology in determining mutual objectives in the ICT
sector as well as access to renewable energy. Likewise, the
ICT Alliance in Namibia serves as a cabinet advisor to the
government and therefore can play an active role incentivizing
projects that create green economy initiatives in the rural areas.

Challenges and Criticisms
The major challenges associated with renewable energy
sources are costs, human capacity, and lack of knowledge.
Capacity for investment is limited in all of Sub-Saharan Africa
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and governments have faced difficulties raising the capital
necessary to accelerate renewable energy sectors. Large wind
energy systems and solar PV systems require high initial capital
costs. For example, solar PV systems generally only maintain
three years of self-sufficient management. 157 In Kenya, the
Feed-in-Tariffs introduced by the Ministry of Energy in 2008 are
helping to ease this problem.158 The tariffs essentially, allow
“power producers to sell renewable energy sources generated
electricity (“RES-E”) to a distributor at a pre-determined fixed
tariff for a given period of time.”159 This will likely accelerate the
investment process because power companies can be more innovative and less constrained by other pressing issues juggled by
the government. Unfortunately, the tariffs are currently limited
to wind, biomass, and small hydro generators.160 Replacement
costs present another major challenge. The average lifespan of a
solar PV panel is thirty years and few states actually compute the
replacement costs associated with ensuring reliable systems.161
Implementing fees may be difficult and requires more innovative
techniques. One solution might be to create financial incentives
that waive the cost of import duties.162
Most of Sub-Saharan Africa’s states also suffer from lack
of ICT-engineers, technicians, and scientists. In Ghana, the
government created the Renewable Energy Education Project
(“REEP”) to facilitate education to strengthen human resource
capacity.163 The REEP project uses ICT solutions like distance
learning to help workers receive courses on renewable energy.164
Partnerships with Indian or Chinese engineers, technicians, and
scientists may also serve as a viable solution to this challenge
in Africa. That said, the partnerships should stress the need to
develop local capacity and avoid over-reliance on importing
technicians.
States will also need to educate rural inhabitants on the
benefits of renewable energy sources. For instance, in Ghana
many rural citizens will continue to perceive renewable energy
sources as a “transition source,” until the government can expand
a national grid.165 However, the reality of resources makes grid
expansion unrealistic. Solar and wind energy are often more
cost-effective than extending grid power, so governments should
reach out to rural citizens in the form of workshops to educate
citizens and challenge any misconceptions.

Rio+20 Conference
In many ways the original 1992 Rio Declaration was ahead
of its time. Yet, a great deal has changed in the global environment since 1992. Sub-Saharan Africa has made great progress in
the area of sustainable development. Many states have adopted
policies to promote sustainable development.166 Regional players
are now more active than international institutions. New sources
of investment are prevalent. Nonetheless, emerging challenges
face Sub-Saharan Africa and not all states have adopted the goal
to eliminate policies that degrade the environment.167 Paramount
among these challenges is the energy crisis, which includes
access to energy by rural Africans. Today, the Rio+20 conference presents an opportunity for forward thinking. Several submissions serve as a good point of reference on the energy crisis
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for the Rio+20 conference. For example, the Africa Consensus
Statement to Rio+20 stated that “access to sustainable energy
facilitates development and contributes to the achievements of
internationally agreed sustainable development goals including
the Millennium Development Goals.”168 The states in this article
have national energy or development policies that incorporate
principles of conservation, efficiency, and awareness. Moreover,
in 2010 governments in Africa increased investment in renewable energy by 280 percent or $3.6 billion.169 This is the largest
increase among all developing regions. Still, more international
implementation principles should be discussed and analyzed
at the upcoming Rio+20 conference. The governments in SubSaharan Africa should also seek a greater role in the discussion
of the green economy in Rio+20 to ensure their needs are met
and that an outcome document takes African circumstances into
consideration.
The Rio+20 conference is an opportunity for international
players to discuss ways of incorporating access to ICT solutions
within a more concrete and expansive “means of implementing”
section.170 ICTs can play an increasing role in connecting the
three pillars of sustainable development — economic, social,
and environmental — while also providing mechanisms to
facilitate green economies. ICTs can facilitate the fusion of
local knowledge and technological knowledge. A future inclusive outcome document already has a point of reference with
regard to incorporating ICTs into the process of promoting
green economies. The International Telecommunication Union
(“ITU”) submission is a comprehensive document detailing that
the “sustainability of future growth will rely critically on taking
advantage of ICTs as drivers and central elements of a greener,
fairer, and more sustainable economy.”171 Moreover, since 1992,
numerous international documents have recognized the vital role
ICTs play in development, including the World Summit on the
Information Society, the Broadband Commission for Digital
Development, and the Istanbul Programme of Action.172 Thus,
the outcome document to Rio+20 can consolidate the role of
ICTs in sustainable development and green economies.
Although the global governance structure attempts to safeguard the integration of 1992 Rio Declaration principles, Rio+20
should consider other mechanisms that can facilitate green
economies. A consensus to transition Sub-Saharan African economies for the purpose of promoting sustainable development
for all will require great focus. The Rio+20 Outcome Document
should, among other things, consolidate these concerns with
access to renewable energy and innovative ICTs. Within the
context of Sub-Saharan Africa, the Rio Outcome Document may
include concrete measures or provisions dedicated to:
• The challenge of access to renewable energy in rural areas
and possible innovative solutions.
• The reality that Sub-Saharan Africa is witnessing initial
stages of industrialization and therefore requires a different
path to sustainable development.
• The acknowledgement that challenges of sustainable
development overlap with the challenges facing the implementation of renewable energy sources in Sub-Saharan
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Africa — lack of finance or investment, the need for capacity
building, and educational awareness or “technology
transfer.”173
• The recognition of the role of ICTs in strengthening civil
society and leveraging ICT solutions to build sustainable
development and eradicate poverty.
• The implementation of national ICT infrastructure development, human resource development, universal access, ICT
literacy, and technological research development in addition
to the current goals for developing states.174
• A goal addressing access to ICT through renewable energy
strategies.
The first step for any outcome document is a clear and
measurable definition of the green economy. This definition
should consider the reality that Sub-Saharan Africa is industrializing, and therefore requires a language that acknowledges
different paths to sustainable development. Recognizing that
the energy crisis in Africa has serious implications to this future
green economy also requires greater cooperation among states
to allow for the sharing of best practices in green economy
initiatives. This may include practical examples of political
direction or policies that incentivize renewable energy projects.
The document should include access to information and mobile
penetration. Furthermore, the outcome document should encourage states to leverage ICT solutions to strengthen civil society
and to eradicate poverty.
The global governance model has not failed, but innovative
solutions should be sought to bring about systemic change in
Sub-Saharan Africa through cooperation with younger regional
players. In Africa this might involve working closely with the
African Union (“AU”) on a concrete document concerning the
green economy, sustainable development, and energy issues.
For example, allocating regulatory authority to the Energy
Commission within the AU might be more effective and influential than entrusting this authority to an international institution.
Globally, India’s increasing role in Africa should be leveraged.
India’s level of investment in Africa is great, with 2010-2011
investment at $52.81 billion.175 The outcome document from
Rio+20 should emphasize investment not only in human capacity, but possibly the creation of a universal fund to ensure Africa
integrates 1992 Rio Declaration principles as well as establishes
long-term green economy initiatives.

Conclusion
Africa is witnessing a trente glorieuses.176 Nonetheless,
high oil prices coupled with global warming concerns have
necessitated the development of renewable energy throughout
Africa. Much of Africa understands these concerns, but incentive
structures should be set so that states continue to diversify their
energy supply.
Another challenge in Sub-Saharan Africa is that few statistics and little information are available about various smaller
players. Consequently, little to no data exists on a large scale on
access issues or ICT solutions beyond Kenya, South Africa, and
Nigeria. Timely and accurate research should analyze needs in
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the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa and objectively assess whether or
not they are being met.
While most of this paper focuses on access to energy
sources as a means to facilitate ICT-related growth, I would be
remiss if I failed to note that there are many issues that compete
for attention and funding in Sub-Saharan Africa. The creation of

a green economy does not only require investment in the energy
sector. Growth entails the transformation of society from traditional mechanisms to innovative modes of knowledge. Access to
ICTs through the use of renewable energy sources is but one way
states may transform their societies.
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Information and technology transfer to China and India
through compulsory licensing offers a unique opportunity
to exploit the benefits of international trade to promote an
environmentally sustainable future. However, international
cooperation at the Rio+20 conference will be crucial in promoting this opportunity by finally dealing with the issue of how
to maintain intellectual property rights while disseminating
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the benefits of these technologies. While methods to mitigate
short-term economic costs should be considered, Rio+20 must
recognize the promise that compulsory licensing holds for
reducing emissions in the long run and acknowledge the urgent
need to make green technology available to the developing world
at an affordable price.
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